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1 
fMPLANTABLE HEAD LOCATED 
RADlOFRi:QUENCY COUPLED 

NEUlWSTIMULATION SYSTEM 1 " 01~ HEAD 

PAIN 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 

This application is a Continuation of U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 14/989.674, filed Jan. 6, 2016. entitled 

IMPLANTABLE HEAD LOCATED RADIOFRE
QUENCY COUPLED NEUROSTIMULATION SYSTEM 
FOR HEAD PAIN. the specification of which is incorpo
rated by reference herein in its entirety. U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 14/989.674 is a Continuation-in-Part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 14/879.943, filed Oct. 9, 2015, 

entitled SURGICAL METHOD FOR IMPLANTABLE 
HEAD MOUNTED NEUROSTIMULATION SYSTEM 
FOR HEAD P.AIN, the specification of which is incorpo
ratt:d by reference herein in its entirety. U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 14/879.943 is a Continuation-in-Part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 141717.912. filed May 20, 2015. 

entitled IMPLANTABLE HEAD MOUNTED NEURO

STIMULATION SYSTEM FOR HEAD PAIN. the specifi
cation of which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 141717,912 is a 
Continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/460.139, 

tiled Aug. 14, 2014, entitled IMPLANTABLE HEAD 
MOUNTED NBUROS11MULATION SYSTEM FOR 
HEAD PAIN. now issued as U.S. Pat. No. 9.042,991, the 
specification of which is incorporated by reference herein in 
its entirety. U.S. patent applicnrion Ser. No. 14/460.139 

claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/894, 

795. filed Oct. 23, 2013, entitled IMPLANTABLE HEAD 
MOUNTED NEUROSTIMULATION SYSTEM FOR 
HEAD PAIN. the specification of which is incorrorated hy 
reference herein in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to implantable neurostimu
lation systems and methods of treating migraine headaches 
and other forms of cluon.ic he-ad pain. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
hemicranium. 111e IPG may have a component or extension, 
containing an internal radiofrequency receiver. the purpose 
of which is to couple to an external power source and control 
unit. 111e system may be operable to provide medically 
acceptable therapeutic neurostimulation to multipk regions 
of the head, including the frontal, parietal and occipital 
regions of the bemicranium substnnrially simultaneously. 

Each of the leads may include an extended lead body: a 
plurality of surface metal electrodes disposed along the lead 

10 body. which may be divided into two or rnore electrode 

arrays; and a plurality of intenial electrically conducting 
metal wires run.11ing nlong at lensr a portion of t.be length of 
the lead body nnd individually co1JJ1ecting an ioternnl ci.rcuit 
of the JPG to individual surface metal electrodes. Tite 

15 extended le-ad body may comprise a medical grade plastic. 
Implementations may include one or more of the follow

ing features. The IPG may be of proper aspect ratio with 
respect to the specific site of intended implantation in the 
head. such as an area posterior to and/or superior to the ear. 

~u Tite IPG may include an ante1ma coil and an application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The IPG may be config
ured for fimctionally connecting with an external radiofre
quency unit. 

Implementations may include one or more of the follow-
25 ing features. A neurostimulating lead may not include a 

central channel for a stylet. A neurostimulating lead may 
have a smaller diameter than conventional leads. 

Implementations may include one or more of the follow
ing features. The system may include the disposition of a 

30 sufficient plurality of surface electrodes over a sufficient 
linear distance aloug the neurostimulating leads to enable 
medically adequate therapeutic stimulation across multiple 
regions of the head. including the frontal. parietal. and 
occipital region of the hemic.ranium substantially simulta-

3S neously. The extended array of surface electrodes may be 
divided into two or more discrete tenninal surface electrode 
arrays. The linear layout of the multiple surface electrode 
arrays may include at least one array positioned over the 
frontal region. at least one array positioned over the parietal 

4il region. and at least one array positioned over the occipital 
region. Specific intra-array design foa11.1res may include 
variations in the specific number of electrodes allotted to 
each group; the shape of the electrodes. e.g .. whether the 
electrodes are cylindrical or flattened; the width of e-ach 

4S electrode withiu each array. and the linear distance intervnls 
oJ separation of the electrodes with.in each array. 

Various implementations may include a plurality of con
nection ports that can be connected with a plurality of leads 
and thus allow for attaching additional leads. 

The extemal radiofrequency unit may be operable to 
perform various functions including. recharging the 
rechargeable battery, diagnostically evaluating the IPG. and 
programming the IPG. 

In various implementations. methods of treating chronic 

Neurostimulation systems comprising implantable neuro
stimulation leads are used to treat cluonic pain. Conven
tion.al implantable peripheral neurostimulation leads are 
designed fo.r placement in the spinal canal as part of a spinal 50 

cord stimulntion system, and fo r the therapeutic purpose oJ 
treating various forms of chronic back and extremity pain. 
Implantable neurostimulation systems may either be pow
ered hy an internal battery or by an external power source 
coupled to the intemal unit by a radiofrequency interface. 5S pain may include methods of treating. chronic head and/or 

face pain pain of multiple etiologies, including migraine 
headaches; and other primary headaches. including cluster 

headaches, hemicrania continua headaches. tension type 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In various implementations. an implantable head- headaches. chronic daily headaches, transfonned migraine 
mounred. radiofrequency-coupled, unibody peripheral nerve 60 headaches; forther including secondary headaches, such as 
stimulation system may be configured for implantat ion of cervicogenic headaches and other secondary nmsculokeletal 
substantially all electronics, except for an on-site battery, at headaches. 
or near the implanted e!ectmdes on the sh"llll. The system In various implemeutal'ions. methods of treating chronic 
may include an implantable pulse generator (JPG) from pain may include methods of trenting head nnd/or face pain 
which two neurostimulating leads may extend to a length 65 of multiple etiologies, including neuropathic head and/or 
sufficient to provide therapeutic neurostimulation unilater- face pai11. nociceptive head and/or face pain, and/or sym-

ally over the frontal. parietal and occipital regions of the pathetic related head anJ/or face pain. 
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3 
In various implementations, methods of treating chronic 

pain may include methods of treating head and/or foce paiD 

of multiple etiologies. including greater occipital neuralgia, 

as well as the other various occipital neuralgias, supraorbital 
neur-algia, auroiculotempoml neuralgia, infmorbital nt:urnl

gia, and other trigeminal ttt:urolgias. and other head and foce 

neuralgias. 
The details of one or more implementations are set fonh 

in the accompanying drawings and the description below. 

Other features, ubjt:ets, and advantages of the implementa- 10 

tions will be apparent from the description and drawings. 
In certain aspects. a method is provided for controlling 

power del ivery from an exJernal power transfer system 
(EPTS) to at least one implantable neurostinrnlation system 

(fNS). In some embodiments. the method includes driving a 15 

first iransmit coil within the EPTS with a resonant current 

having a peak magnitude, using a transmit coil driver circuit 

within the EPTS. The method also includes receiving, using 

4 
provided by the regt1 lator circuit within the first INS against 

a prescribed electrode curreui for the e lectrode driver circuit 

with.in ihe fust INS corresponding to a stimulation configu

ration programmed !herein. and determit1ing th.at the regu

lator circuit is achieving current regulation if the electrode 

currt:nt is greater than ur t:qual to the prescribed electrode 

currt:nt. In somt: embodimt:nts, comparing the electrode 

current against the prescribed electrode current is performed 

under control of a state machine circuit within the first INS. 

In some embodiments. coupling the received power to a 

regulator circuit within the first lNS includes rectifying a 

current induct:d on tht: receive coil, to generate a rectified 

voltage on an input node of the regulator circuit within the 

first INS. In some embodiments. monitoring the regulator 

circuit within the first INS includes monitoring an inpui 

vo!lage and an output voltage of ihe regulator circuii wiihin 

the first INS, and detennining that the regulator circuit is 

achieving current regulation if a voltage di.fferential between a receive coil within a first INS tuned to the resonant 

frequency of the first tr-ansmit coil. power transft:rred from 20 the input vultaie and the output voltage exceeds a prede

termined value. the first transmit coil, and coupling the received power to a 

regulator circuit within the first INS which is configured to 
provide an electrode current tu an electrode driver circuit 

within the first INS for a plurality of electrodes therewithin. 

The method forther includes monitoring the regulator circuit 
within the first JNS to deiermine whether the received power 

coupled thereto is sufficient to achieve current regulaiion of 

tht: regulator circuit within tht: first INS. T he method further 

includes commtuticating a message to the EPTS using a 
back telemetry transmit circuit within the first INS, the 30 

message requesting a change in power transfer from the 

EPTS based upon the r<:.-gulator circuit determ:im1tion, and 
rl!t:eiving, using a back telemetry receive circuit within the 

EPTS, the message communicated by the first INS. The 

method also includes adjusting the transmit coil driver 35 

circuit within the EPTS to change the peak magnitude of the 

resonant current, corresponding to the requested change in 
power tr-Jnsfer. 

In some embodiments. the method further includes de
tuning the receive coil within the firot INS, using a de-tuning 

circuit within the first INS. to substantially inhibit power 

~5 transfer frum the EPTS tu tht: first INS. 

In some embodiments, the method also includes a mes

sage which includes a request to increase power transfer 4fl 

fmm the EPTS ifthe regulator circuit within the first lNS is 

not achieving current regulation. and includes a correspond

ing change in the peak magnitude of the resonant currt:nt 
'Which includes an increase in peak magnitl1de. Some 

embodiments will addiiionally include adjusting the trans- 45 

nlit coil driver circuit w.ithin ihe EPTS to decrease the peak 
magnitude of the resonant current, if no message requesting 

In some embodime.nis, the regulotor circuit within the first 

INS is further coufigwed to provide a charging current to a 
charge storage device within the firs t INS. In certain of these 

embodirnents , monitoring the regt1 lator circuit within the 

first INS iucludes comparing the electrode current provided 

by the regulator circui i within the first INS ag;iinst a pre-

scribed electrode current for the electrode driver circuit 
within the first INS corresponding to a stinrnlation configu

ration programmed therein, comparing the charging current 
provided by th.e regulator circui t within the first INS against 

a predeiemlined charging curreui, and deternlitting, ihai the 

regulator circuit is achieving curren t regulation if the elec

trode current is greater than or equal to the prescribed 
electrode current, and the charging current is greater than or 

equal to the predetermi11ed charging curreDt. In. cer1ain of 

these embodiments, the charge storage device is a superca-

pacitor. 
In some embodiments, the mt:thod further includes driv

ing, using the transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS, 

the resonant current through a second transmit coil coupled 

in series with the first transmit coil within the EPTS; 
receiving, using a rect:ive coil within a second lNS tunt:d to 

the resonant frequt:ncy of the second transmit coil. power 
transferred from the second transmit coil; coupling the 

an increase in power transfer from the EPTS has been 
received from the first INS for at least a certain period of 

time. 50 received power within the second INS to a regulator circuit 

within the second INS which is configured to provide an 

electrode current to an electrode driver circuit within !ht: 
second INS fur a plur-ality uf ell!t:trudes therewithin; mutti-

In some embodiments, the message includes a request to 

decrease power transfer from the EPTS if the regulator 

circuit within the first INS is achieving current regulation. 
and ihe corresponding change in the peak magniiude of ihe 

resonant current includes a decrease in the peak magilitude. 55 

In some embodiments, the monitoring the regulator cir

cuit within the first INS is performed under control of a state 
machine circuit within the first INS, and the conummicating 

toring the regulator circuit within the second lNS to deter

mine whether the received power coupled thereto is suffi

cient tu achieve current regulation of the regulator circuit 

a first message to the EPTS is perfonued under control of an 

instrnction-based processor within the first lNS. ln some 60 

embodimt:nts. the state machine circuit within tht: first INS 

within the second lNS; conununicating, a message from tht: 

second INS to the EPTS using a back telemetry transmit 
circuit within the second INS. said message requesting a 

change in power transfer from the EPTS based upon said 
rt:gulator circuit determination for the second INS; rect:iv-

is configurt:d to wake-up the instmction-bast:d processor 
within the first lNS, in the event the instmction-based 

processor is not already awake, to conummicate the first 

message. 

In some embodiments. monitoring the regulator circuit 

v. ithin tht: first INS includes comparin~ the dectrode currt:nt 

ing, using the back telemetry receive circuit within the 
EPTS, the third message coillmluiicated by ihe second INS; 

and adjusting ihe transmii coil driver circuit wi ihin ihe EPTS 

65 to change the peak magnitude of the resonant current, 

corrt:sponding to the requt:sted change in power transfer 

conveyt:d in the mt:Ssage comnnmicated by the second lNS. 
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In some embodiments, the method furthi;:r includes adjust

ing. the transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS to 

decrease tbe peak magnir·ude of the resonant current. if no 

message requesting au increase in power transfer from the 
EPTS has been received from the first INS, and no rnes sage 

requesting an increase in power transfer from the EPTS has 
been received from the second INS, for at least a certain 

period of time. 

6 
In so1111: 1:mbodiments, the respective mon.ituring circuit 

with.in each respective INS is operable to compare the 

respective eleclrode current provided by the respective regu

lator circuit against a respective prescribed electrode current 
for the respective electrode driver circuit corresponding to a 

stimulation con.figuration progr-<1m.t11ed therein, and deter

mine that the respective regulator circuit is achieving. current 

regulation if the respective electrode current is greater than 

In some embodiments. the method further includes de
tuning the receiw coil within the second INS, using a iu 

de--tuning cim1it within the second INS, to substantially 

inhibit power transfer from the EPTS to the second INS 

without inhibiting. power transfer from the EPTS to the first 

INS. 

or equal to the respective prescribed electrode current. 
In some 1:mbudiments, each respective INS further 

includes a respective resonant rectifier circuit having an 

input coupled to the respective receive coil. and having. an 

output coupled to the input of the respective regulator 
circuit. TI1e respective resonant rectifier circuit is operable to 

In some embodiments, the first and second INSs are 

head-located beneath a dennis layer. or skin. of a patient. 

15 generate un its respective output a recti tied voltage. In some 

embodiments each respective INS may forther include a 

respecrive de-tuning circuit coupled to the respect.ive receive 

coil. being operable to de-lune the respective receive coil to 

In another embodiment. a system is provided for control

ling power delivery from an. external power transfer system 
(EPTS) to at least one implantable neurostimulation system 

(fNS). In some embodiments the system includes an EPTS 20 

disposed outside a body, and at lea.st one INS disposed 

beneath a dermis luyer of the body. The EPTS includes a 

group of one or more transmit coils disposed in series. each 
corresponding to a respective INS; a transmit coil driver 

circuit operable to drive the group uf one or mor1: transmit 

coils with a resonant current having a peak m11gr1itude: and 

inhibit power transfer from the EPTS to the respective INS. 
In some i;:mbodiments, each respective INS further 

includes a respective charge storage device, and each respec

tive regulator circuit is iUrther operable to provide on a 
second output thereof a chal'}!.ing current to the respectivi;: 

charge storage device. In some embodiments each respec-
25 tive charge storage device may be a supercapa<.:itor. 

In some embodiments, each respective INS is head

located beneath tbe dermis layer of a patient. a back telemetry circuit ope.rable to receive a message 
communicated by an INS. Each uf said at least oni;: INS 

respectively includes a receive coil nmed to the resonant 

frequency of the corresponding. transmit coil and operable to 

receive power transferred therefrom when in proximity 

thereto; a regulator circuit having an input to which the 

r~eived power is coupled. and operable to provid1: on an 

output thereof a.11 electrode current to an electrode driver 
circuit for a plurality of electrodes; a monitoring circuit 

operable to determine whether the received power is sutli

cient to achieve current regulation of the regulator circuit; 

and a back telemetry circuit oper.:ible to communicate a 
message to the EPTS. Each respective INS is operable to 

communicate a respective message requesting a change in 

power transfer from the EPTS based upon the respective 
regulator circuit determination; and the EPTS is operable to 

adjust the tr.:insmit coil driver cin:uit to change the peak 

magninide of the resonant current. based upon respective 
messages from one or more respective INS. 

In some embodiments, each respective message includes 

In a.11other embodiment, a neurostimulation system is 

provided including a power unit. v.:hich includes a variable 

30 power generator. a controller to control the output power 

level of the variable power generator. a power coupler for 

coupling power over a dermis layer, and a power source 
telemetry system for receiving infonuation across a dermis 

layer for input to the controller; and an implantable neuro-

35 stimulator including at least one neurosiinmlrttor lead with at 

least one army oJ stimulation electrodes. an electrode driver 

for driving !he electrodes with a desired power, a power 
level detector for detecting the output power of the electrode 

driver, a net1rostinrnlator power coupler for coupling power 
40 from over a dennis layer. a neu.rostimulator telemetry sys

tem for tra11sm itt ing illformation acro;,"S the dennis layer to 

the pov.:er source telemetry system. a.ttd a processor for 

determining the amount of power required from the pov.:er 

source as a power demand based on the output of the power 
4S level detector and transmitiing a request for a desired power 

level to ihe controller via the telemetry syslem. in the power 
source; wherein the controller increases or decreases the 

power level delivered to the implantable neurostimulator as 
a request to increase power tr.msfer from the EPTS if the 

respective regulator <.:ircuit is not achieving current rl ~ tila

tiou, and the EPTS is further operable lo adjust tbe transmit 

coil driver circuit to increase the peak mag.illtude of the 50 

resonant circuit. in response to receiving a respective mes

sage from any respective INS ri:questing a.11 increase in 

power tr.:insfer. 

a function of determined power demand by the processor. 

ln some embodiments. the power unit and neurostimula-

tor power couplers each ioclude at least one co iJ. In some of 
these embodiments, the variable power geni;:ratur generates 

alternating current pov.:er. Some embodiments further 
ioclude a controller which varies the power generated by In some embodiments, the EPTS is further operable to 

adjust the transmit coil driver circuit to decrease the peak 
magninide of the resonant current, if nu respectivi;: message 

requesting an increase in pov.:er tr<1nsfer from the EPTS has 

been communicated by a.11y r1:Spective INS for at least a 

certain period of time. 

In some embodiments. each respective message includes 
a request to decrease pov.:er tra.11sfer from the EPTS if the 

respective regulator circuit is achieving current regulation, 
and the EPTS is further operable to adjust the transmit coil 

driver circuit to decrease the peak maguitude of tbe resonant 

current, in response to receiving a respective message from 
every respective 1NS requesting a decrease in power trans

for. 

55 varying. a voltage of the variable power generator. In some 
1:mbudiments, the implantable neurustimulator further 

includes a charge storage device. ln some embodiments, the 

power tutit pov.:er coupler is inductively coupled to the 

neurostimulator power coupler. In some embodiments. the 

60 neurostimulator and the power unit telemetry system each 
communicate information across the dermis laye1· through 

the resp1:Ctive power unit and neurostimulator pov.:er cou

plers. 
In another embodiment, a system is provided for driving 

65 an implantable neurostimulator lead having. a plurality of 

dectrod1:s disposed in at 11:ast one arr.:iy. the system includ
ing an implantable pulse g1:ner..1tor (IPG), which includes a.11 
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electrode driver for driving the electrodes, a load system for 
determining load requirements of the IPG, an IPG power 
coupler for receiving power across a dermis layer for inter
face of the power with the electrode driver, and an IPG 
commmtication system for tr-<.l11smitting th1: loud ddermined 
requir1:m1:nt of th1: IPG across the dermis lay1:r. In this 
embodiment. the system also includes an external unit. 
which includes an external variable power generator. an 
external p OW l~ r coupler for coupling power across the dem1is 
layer ro rhe lPG power coupler, an exrernal comnmuication 10 

system for receiving from the fPG communication system 
the determined load requirements. and a controller for 
varying the power level of the variable generator as a 
function of the received determined load requirements of the 
IPG. 15 

In some embodiments. the electrode driver drives the 
electrodes with a constant current. In some embodiments, 

8 
accompanying dr-awings and the description bdow. Conse
quently. ibose skilled in the art will appreciate th.at the 

foregoing sulllillary is iJJustrative only and is not intended to 
be iu any way limiting of the invention. It is only the claims, 
inclllding all equivalents , in th.is or any non-provisional 

application claiming priority to this application. th.at are 
intended to defi.ue the scope of the invention(s) supported by 

this application. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding, reforence is now 
made to the foll owing description taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying Drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 depicts a side v iew of a full Head-Mounted, 
Unibody Radiofrequency-Coupled Neurostimulator System 
for mig:rni11e and other bead pain. The system foatures an 
implantable pulse generator (JPG) from which two neuro
stimulating leads extend- a Frontal-Parietal Lead (FPL) and 

the load system forther includes a detector for detecting 
power delivered to rhe elecrrodes and a processor for deter

mining the necessary power from the external unit required 
by the electrode driver as the determined load requirements 
of the IPG. In some embodiments. the electrode driver 
delivers a predetermined constant curr1:nt. In som1: of these 
embodiments, the predetermint:d load requirement includes 

at le-Jst enough power from th1: extental unit to provid1: the 
predetermined constant current from the electrode driver. In 
some embodiments, the IPG also includes a charge storage 
device. In some embodiments. the IPG is he<td-located 
beneath the dermis layer of a patient. In some t ~m bo dimen t s , 

the IPG cotllillunication system and the external communi
cation system e~ 1 ch include at leust one coil. 

20 an Occipital lead (Ol). Each lead includes a plurality of 
electrodes in a distribution and over a Ieng.th to allow fu ll 
unilateral coverage of the frontal. parietal. and occipital 
portions of the head. Tite IPG conrains all elecrronics. 
including an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) 

25 and au RF Receiver Coil that is capable of an RF couple ro 
an External Power Source and Programming Unit; 

FIG. IA illustrates an embodiment of the IPG 10 and the 
various configur-ations of the lead; 

FIG. 1B illustr-ates an embodiment of the IPG 10 and th1: 
30 various configurations of the lead; 

FIG. 2 depicts a side view of a Frontal Electrode Array 
(FEA) with Internal Wires. TI1e PEA is disposed over the 
distal portion (such as 8-10 cm) of the FPL. which anaromi
cally places it over the frontal region, and specifica lly over 

In another embodiment. the system is for driving. a 
plur-ality of implantable neurostimulator leads. 1:ach lead 
havini an associated pluraliry of electrodes disposed in at 
least on a rray on the lead. The system includes at least two 
implantable pulse generators (.lPGs), with each IPG includ
ing an electrode driver for driving the electrodes associated 
wirh the IPG. a load system for determining load requir1:
me11ts ofthe IPG. an IPG power coupler for recdving power 
across a dermis layer for interface of the power with the 4ll 

electrode driver of the !PG. and an IPG communication 

3~ the supraorbital nerve and other adjace11t nerves of the 
region . In general the layout, disposi tion and counections of 
the Internal \Vires and Surfoce Electrodes disposed over the 
Parietal Electrode Array (PEA) und rhe Occipital Elecrrode 
Array (OEA) are the same as th.at depicted for the FEA; 

FIG. 3 depicts a side view of an IPG, along. with its 
enclosed ASIC RF Receiver Coil. and Internal Magnet, 

system for transmitting the load detenn ined requirement of along with the Internal Wires exiting from rhe IPG's Inrernal 
the !PG across the dennis layer. 'TI1e system also includes an Circuit enroure to the Surface Elecrrodes dispost:d over th1: 

external unit, which includes an external variable power FPL and the OL 
generator, and external power coupler for coupling power 45 FIG. 3A depicts a more detailed view of the internal 
across the dennis layer to the IPG power couplers. and structure of an IPG; 
external communication system for receiving from the IPG FIG. 4 depicts a cross-sectional vi1:w of a Lead Centr-<11 
commmtication systems the respective ddermined load Body comprising a Cylindrical Le-ad Body (with Internal 
requirements, and a controller for varying. the power level of Wires) between the IPG Internal Circuit and the Lead 
the variable power generator as a function of the received 50 Surface Electrodes; 
determined load requirements of the IPG with the greatest FIG. 5 depicts a rear view of a Head with a full Head-
load requirement. located Neurostimulator System In-Situ. Promin1:nt her1: is 

In some embodiments. the communication systems of the the OL depicted passing from the IPG caudally and medially 
IPGs are operable to transmit load requirements to the across the occipital region, whereby the OEA is disposed in 
external communication system independently of the com- 5~ a fashion to cross over and cover the m~jor associated 
munication systems of the other IPGs. In some 1:mbodiments nerves- primarily the grearer occipital nerve, bur typically 
th1: IPG conununication syskms transmit the lo;id dder- including the lessor ancVor third occipital nerve as well. Also 

mined requirem1:nts to the external unit commmticatio11 depicred are the PEA aud rhe FEA of rhe FPL as they cross 
system inductively. In some embodiments, the IPG power and cover the primary nerves oftbe Parietal Region, iJlclud-
couplers are for receiving levels of power across a dermis 60 ing the auriculo-tempornl nerve. and the Froninl Reg.ion. 
layer that are independent of the levels of power received by including the supraorbita l nerve. Also depicted is the IPG 
the power couplers of rhe or her lPGs. ln some embodiments, with its lnrernal Circuit, Internal RF Receiver Coil, and 
at least one of the IPGs also includes a charge storage ASIC 
device. FIG. 6 depicts a side view of a Head with a full Head-

The foregoing. is a summary and thus contains. by ne<:es- 65 Located. Urubody Radiofrequency-Coupled Neurostimula-
sity. simplifications. generalillltions and omissions of ddail. tor System In-Si111. Prominent here is the PEA. as it covers 
The detuils of various implementations are s1:t forth in the a portion of rhe Parietal Region 60 and the major associated 
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within an implanted device, in accordance with some 

embodiments of the invention: 

FIG. 16A is a block diagram of a system which includes 
feedback excitation control of a resonant coil driver ampli
fier, in accordance with some embodiments of the invention. 

FIG. 16B illustrates voltage waveforms of selected sig
nals depicted in the embodiment shown in FIG. 16A; 

nerves. including the auriculo-temporJl nerve 61 as well as 
other aqjacent cutaneous nerves. The frontal region of the 

head and supraorbital nerve 71 are also depicted. Also 

depicted are the courses of the distal portion of the FPL and 
the OL, as they pass over and cover the associated nerves of 

the Frontal (Supraorbital) and Occipital Regions. Also 

depicted is the IPG including its Internal Circuit, ASIC, and 

RF Receiver Coil; FIG. 17 is a block diagram of a headset that includes an 

external charge transfer system for two implanted devices. in 
JU accordance with some embodiments of the invention: 

FIG. 7 depicts a front view of a Head with a full 

Head-Located, Unibody Radiofrequency-Coupled Neuro
stirnulator System In-Situ. Prominent here is the FEA, as it 

covers a portion of the Frontal (Supraorbital) Region and the 

major associated nerves- primarily the supmorbital nerve, 

but also commonly the greater trocWear nerve. as well as 
15 

adjacent nerves. Also depicted is the course of the parietal 

portion of the FL. Also depicted is the IPG including its 
Internal Circuit, ASIC and RF Receiver Coil; 

FIG. 18. wlt.ich includes FIGS. l8A and 18B, is a sche
matic diagram of an exemplary !PG driver and telemetry 
circuitry block. such as that shown in FIG. 17, in accordance 
with some embodiments of the invention: 

FIGS. 19A. 19B. and 19C illustrate voltage waveforms of 
selected signals depicted in the embodiment shown in FIG. 
18 and FIG. 23A: 

FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary headset 
buck/boost voltage generator circuit. such as that shown in 

20 FIG. 8. in accordance with some embodiments of the 
invention; 

FIG. 8 depicts a side view of the Extern.al "Belt.ind the 

Ear" Assembly. Prominent here is the IPG with its IPG 

including its Internal Circuit, ASIC, and RF Receiver Coil. 

The External Assembly includes the External Earl Clip, the 
Belt.ind-the-Ear Electronics and Battery Component. the 
External Coil Lead, and the External RF Coil Plastic Hous
ing, which contains the External RF Coil and External RF 25 

Magnet; 

FIG. 21 is a block diagram of a body-implantable active 
device. in accordance with some embodiments of the inven
tion: 

FIG. 22A illustrates a simplified block diagram of the 
IPG; 

FIG. 22B illustrates a flow chart for the operation of the 
initiation of a neurostimulation program at the IPG; 

FIG. 23A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary rectifier 
30 ci~uit and telemetry/de-tune circuit. such as those shown in 

FIG. 21, in accordance with some embodiments of the 

FIG. 9 depicts right oblique front view of a head with a 
full Head-Located. Unibody Radiofrequency-Coupled Neu
rostimulator System In-Situ, along with an Exten1al "Belt.ind 
the Ear" Assembly. Prominent here is the IPG with its IPG 
including its Internal Circuit, ASIC, and RF Receiver Coil. 
The External Assembly includes the External Earl Clip, the 
Belt.ind-the-Ear Electronics and Battery Component. the 
External Coil Lead, and the External RF Coil Plastic Hous
ing, which contains the External RF Coil and External RF 35 

Magnet; 

invention; 
FIG. 23B illustrates voltage waveforms of selected sig

nals depicted in the embodiment shown in FIG. 23A; 

FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of portions of an exem
plary boost circuit, such as that shown in FIG. 21. in 
accordance with some embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 25 is a diagram representing an exemplary headset 

that includes an extenial charge transfer system for two 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a system that provides for 
independent charge transfer and communication with mul
tiple implanted devices, in accordance with some embodi
ments of the invention; 

FIG. 11 is a block diagmm of a system depicting the 
de-nming of a receive coil within an implanted device to 
selectively tW'n o:lf charging. in accordance with some 
em bo di 1m~n t s of the invention: 

4ll separate body-implantable devices, each implanted behiud a 
patient's resp<.>ctive left and right ears, and shows an asso
ciated headset coil placed in proximity to the corresponding 
receive coil in each implanted device; 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a system which provides for 45 

data conununication (forward telemetry) and power trn115-
mission to an implanted device us ing opposite polarity 
half-wave rectified signals received by the implanted device, 
in accordance with some embodiments of the invention: 

FIG. 13A is a block diagram of a system which provides 50 

for bi-directional corrl!llunication with an implanted device. 
and particularly illustrates passive communication from an 
implanted device (back telemetry) when the receive coil is 
de-tuned, in accordance with some embodiments of the 
invention; 

FIG. 13B illustrates voltage wavefonns of selected sig
nals depicted in the embodiment shown in FIG. l3A; 

FIG. 26 depicts two implanted IPGs with leads to cover 

both sides of the head: 
FIG. 27 depicts one implanted !PG with leads to cover 

both sides of the head; 
FIG. 28 illustrates the embodiment of FIG. 26 with a 

charging/communication headset disposed about the cra
nium: 

FIG. 29 illustrates a diagrammatic view of the power 
regulation system and current regulation system on the !PG: 

FIG. 30 illustrates a diagrammatic view of the voltage 
charging relationships for the supercapacitor; and 

FIG. 31 illustra tes a flowchart for power transfor system 
from the headset. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

A. Introduction 

FIG. 14A is a block diagram of a system wlt.ich includes 
charge transfer coil (or "transmit coil") current sensing 
circuitry to detennine back telemetry data received from au 60 

implanted device. and to deten11ine de-tm1ing of an 
implanted device coil, in accordance with some embodi
ments of the invention; 

Referring now to the drawings. wherein like reference 
numbers are used herei11 to designate like elements through
out, the various views and embodiments of an implantable 

65 neurostimulation lead for head pain are illustrated and 
described. and other possible embodiments are described. 
Tite fiiures are not necessarily drawn to scale, and in some 

FIG. 148 illustrates voltage waveforms of selected sig
nals depicted in the embodiment shown in FIG. 14A; 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a system which provides for 
adjustable transmitted power to improve power efficiency 
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instances the drawings have been exagger..ited and/or sim
plitied in places for illustrative purposes only. One of 
ordiJlary skill in the art will appreciate the many possible 
appl ications and variations based on the followi_og examples 
of possible embodiments. 

The present disclosure provides for a folly head-located, 
radio.frequency-coupled, implantable peripheral neuro
stimulation system that is spa:itkally designed for the 
treatment of chronic head pain. It incorporates multiple 
unique elements and fe-atures that take into accom1t the 10 

unique anatomic, physiologic, and other related challenges 
of treating. head pain with implantable neurostimulation and. 

12 
issues with inadequate therapeutic responses, issues with 
patient comfort and cosmetics. and also very signilicant 
issues with patient safety. 

These medical risks stem from the design of conventional 
leads and the IPG. Conventional lead designs include a 
relatively large diameter, a cylindrical shape, (often) inad
equate length. and the necessity of imp laming the !PG h1 the 
torso a.nd distaJlt from the distal leads. and a number and 
disposition of the surface electrodes and active lead arrays 

that do not match the requirements. A cylindrical le-Jd of 
relatively l~e diameter results in increased pressure on. 
and manifest tenting ot: the overlying. skin. particularly of 
the forehead. Because convention.al leads are of inadequate 
length to extend from the head to the IPG implant site, 

by doing so. greatly irnpmves on therapeutic response. 
patient safety, medical risk, and medical costs, wltich com
bine to improve overall patient satisfaction. 

Prior implantable peripheral neurostinrnlation systems 
rmd components. ii1cludiJlg leads and pulse geJleralors. bad 
been originally designed and developed specificaUy as spi-

15 conunonly in the lower back, abdomen, or gluteul region, 
lead extensions are often employed, and there are attendant 
risks of infoction. local discomfort . and cosmetic concerns . 

nal cord stimulator systems and for the specific therapeutic 
purpose of treating chronic back and extremity pain. Over 20 

the years. however. these spinal cord stimulators were 
ultimately adopted and adapted for use as implantable 
peripheral nerve stimulators for the treatment of mi!!'.raine 
headaches and other forms of chronic head pain. However, 
they were so utiliz.t:<l with full recognition of the inherent 25 

risks and limitations due to the fact that they had been 
developed to only address. and accommodated to. the unique 
anatomic and physiologic feutures of the back and chronic 
back pain. 

A number of problems have been recognized with respect 30 

to spinal cord stimulators for head pain as fundamentally 
due to design flaws associated \'V'ith. and lnhereot to, the use 
of an implantable therapeutic device iu an area of the body 
that it was not designed for. 

The anatomy of the head and the pathophysiolog.y of 35 

headaches and other forms of head pain are so signiticantly 
difierent from the anatomy of the spin.al canal and patho
physiology of chronic: back pain, that when spinal cord 
stimulators are utilized for cranial implants, the cliltical 
problems associated with these differences manifost them- 4ll 

selves. Importantly, these well-documented problems are 
clinically very significant and include issues of patient safety 
and satisfaction, the risk of an inadequate or suboptimal 
therapeutic response, issues with patient comfort and cos
metics, and a recognized increased risk of surgical cornpli- 4~ 

cations and technical problems. 
Prior implantable peripheral neurostimulation leads have 

been designed and developed specifically for placement in 
the spinal canal as part of a spinal cord stimulation system 
and for the specific therapeutic purpose of treating. various 50 

forms of chronic back and extremity pain. The present 
disclosure provides an implantable peripheral neurostirnu

lation lead that is designed for the implantation in the head 

With respect to prior leads: I ) There is only a single array 
of electrodes, with common lead options including 4, 8, or 
16 electrodes disposed over that single array; 2) The array is 
relatively short with most leads having an array oJfrom 5-12 
cm in leJlgth; 3) With.in this single array, the individual 
electrodes are disposed uniformly with constant, equal inter
electrode distances. This results in the net.-xl to implant 
multiple (often four or more) of the conventional leads to 
adequately cover the painful reg.ions of the head. 

There are several practical clinical outcomes that result 
from the use of prior leads for the treatment of cluunic head 
pain. First, since they comprise a single::, relatively sho.rt 
active array, the currently available .leads provide therapeu
tic stimulation to only a single region of the head: that is. 
they can provide stimulat Ion to only the f'ro111a l region. or a 
portion of the parietal region, or a po.rtion of the occipital 
region. TI1erefore, if a patient has pain that extends over 
multiple regions. then multiple separate lead implants are 
required- basically one lead implant is required for each 
unilateral regioJJ. A great 1muority of patients with chronic 
headaches experience holocephalic pain; that is they expe
rience pain over the frontal and parietal and occipital regions 
bilaterally. Therefore, commonly these paliet11s will need 4 
to 7 leads implanted to achieve adequate therapeutic results 
(2 or 3 leads on each side). 

St:eond, the need for multiple leads includes considerable 
adde<l expense, and more importantly, added medical risk 
associated with adverse events attendant to the multiple 
surgical procedures. Such adverse events include an 
increase<l risk of infection, blet:ding, and technical issues 
with the le-ads, e.g .. lead fracture, le-ad migmtion. and loe<tl 
irritation. 

Third. as the clinical database discloses. the inter-elec

trode spacing. may be of central therapeutic signilicance. 
TI1ut is. for example, whereas commonly pain over the 
ocdpital region is consistently effectively treated by quad
ripolar leads (leads with four evenly spaced electrodes) that 
have the electrodes relatively widely spaced apart (approxi
mately a cm or more apart). clinically ir is often found that 
electrodes configurations that are more narrowly spaced may 

be more effective over the supraorbital nerve and reW,ons. 
Thus, a quadripolar lead that has the electrodes only 1-2 mm 

for the treatment of chronic head pain. It incorporates 
multiple unique elements and features that take into account 55 

the unique anatomic, physiolog.ic, and other related chal
lenges or treating head pain with implantable neurostimu
lation and by doing so greutly improves on therapeutic 
response. patient safoty. medical risk, medical costs, which 
combine to improve overall patient satisfaction. 60 apart may be more effective in this region. as it allows for 

more precise control of the delivered electrical pulse wave 

delivery. 

Indeed, the anatomy of the head, and the pathophysiology 

of headaches and other fom1s of head pain that are unique to 
the head. are so signjficautly difforem from the anatomy of 
the spinal canal. and pathopbysiology of chronic back pain 
that when these curreJJ t leads are indeed utilized as cranial 65 

implants, then the clinical problems associated with these 
differences munifest themselves. Specifically, these include 

When an IPG implant for spinal cord stimulation systems 
is employed as a peripheral nerve stimulator for head pain. 
several outcomes result. First. the !PG is implanted at a 
considerable anatomic disrnnce from the cranial lead 
implants. lndeeJ, the leads must pass from their distal 
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cra1tial implant positions across the cervical region and 
upper back to the JPG implant location. which are most 
commonly in the lower back. lower abdomen. or gluteal 
reg.ion. TI1e lead<; must cross multiple anatomic motion 
segments, including the neck and upper back and/or chl$t at 
a minimum, and commonly include the mid back, lower 
back and waist segments. as well. TI1e simple motions of 
nomlal daily lifo produce adverse tension and torque forces 
on the leads across these motion segments. which in nun 
increases the risk of various outcomes including lead migra- 10 

tion and/or lead fracture. Jn addition, the relatively large size 

14 
only providin~ stimulation over a single region: that is. over 
either the frontal region alone, or the parietal region alone. 
or the occipital reg.ion alone. 

In yet another aspect, the implantable peripheral neuro
stimulat ion system for head pain comprises multiple design 
features, including the physical grouping of the extended 
array of surface electrodes into three or more discrete 
terminal surface electrode arrays. TI1e linear layout of these 
two or more (preferrably three or more) surface electrodes 
arrays is d1$igned such that following implantation the1·e 

would be at least one array positioned over the frontal 
region. at least one array positioned over the parietal reg.ion. 
and at least one array positioned over the occipital reg.ion. 
Titis feanue further improves upon therapeutic effectiveness 

of a spinal cord stimulator IPG contributes to local discom

fort. cosmetic concerns. and increased risk of infoction th.at 
may become larger and harder to treat in proportion to the 
size of the JPG pocket. 

The present disclosure is directed to an implantable 
neurostimulation system th.at includes an JPG from which 
two neurostimulating leads extend to a length sufficient to 
allow for therapeutic neurosti111ulation unilatera lly over the 
frontal. parietal and occipital regions of the head. 

15 of the extended terminal surface electrode array sufficient 
for hemicranial stimulation by allowing for more precise 
control of the therapeutic neurostimulat.ion parameters. 

In still another aspect. the implantable. head-mounted, 
neurostimulation system for head pain comprises multiple 

The present disclosure addresses and effectively solves 
problems attendant to publically available leads. The most 
important of these is the foct that currently available leads 

can only adequately stimulate a single region of the head due 

20 design features, including incorporating indiviuual design 
features with.in each of the three or more individual surface 
electrode arrays. Examples of such intra-array design fea
tures would include the specific muuber of electrodes allot-

to design element flaws associated with terminal surface 25 

electrode number and disposition. The disclosure addition
ally addresses and solves other problems inherent with the 
Cllrrently available leads, including problems with cosmetics 

and patient comfort. particularly over the frontal regions, 
due the uncomfortable pressure placed on the skin of the 30 

forehead. due the cylindrical shape and relatively large 
diameter of the distal port ion of the lead. Finally, the lead of 
the present disclosure solves the currently available leads' 

problem of inadequate lead length to reach a gluteal location 
of the implantable pulse generator, which therefore neces- 3~ 

sitates the addition.al risk and expense of farther surgery to 
implant lead extensions. 

In one asp~t. the implantable, head-mounted, neuro
stirnulation system for head pain is operable for subcutane
ous implantation in the bead. and to provide neurostimula- 4ll 

tion therapy for chronic head pain, including chronic head 
pain caused by migraine and other headaches, as well as 

chronic head pain due other etiologies. The peripheral 
neurostimulator system disclosed herein takes into account 
unique anatomic foan1res of the human head. as well as the 4S 

unique, or singular. foatures of the various pathologies that 
give rise to heau pain, including migr.iine and other head
aches, as well as other forms of chro1tic he-ad pain. To date, 
all commercially available leads and systems that have been 
clinically uti lized for implantation as a peripheral neuro- 50 

stimulator lead were actually originally designed specifi
cally for placement in the epidural space, as part of a spinal 
cord stimulation system, for the fherapeutic purpose of 
trenting chronic back andior extremity pai.n. TI1us. there are 
currently no commercially available leads or full system that 5~ 

have designs in the public domain, that have been designed 

and developed for use in the he.id and for head pain. 
In another aspect, the implantable, head-mounted, neuro

stimulation system for head pain comprises multiple design 
feat11res. including disposition of a sufficient plurality of 60 

surface electrodes over a strfticient linear distance along the 
distal lead, such as will result in a lead that, as a single lead. 
is capable of providing medically adequate therapeutic 
stimulation over the entire hemicranium; that is. over the 

frontal. parietal. and occipital region stimulation. Currently 65 

available systems. which were designed specifically for 
epidural placement for chro1tic back pain, are capable of 

ted to e-ach group; whether the electrodes are cylindrical or 
flattened: the width of each electrode within each array. and 
the linear distance intervals of separation of the electrodes 
within each array. This feature further improves upon thera
peutic effectiveness of the extended terminal surface elec

trode array sufficient for hemicranial stimulation, and the 
grouping of these electrodes into three or more separate 
surface electrode arrays. by providing each specific array 
location a unique intra-array design that takes into acc01.ml, 
and thereby seeks to optimizes. design elements that are 
known to be possibly or likely beneficial to the therapeutic 
end result, given the anticipated post-implant an.atomic 
location of that array. 

In yet another aspect. an implantable peripheral neuro-
stimulation system for head pain comprises multiple novel 
design features, including i11corporating individual design 
fean1res into a single lead design and thereby ad1ieving 
additive benefits. 

In still another aspect, an implantable peripheral neuro-

stimulation system for head pain results in a marked 
decrease in the number of separate lead implants required to 
adequately treat a sing.le patient. A single implant will 
provide the same therapeutic anatomic coverage that it 
would take for the implantation of three or four of the 
currently available leads. Titat is. instead of the 1:urrent 
which often calls for three or more leads to be implanted to 
provide adequate hemicranial coverage. the same an.atomic 
region may be covered with a single stimulator lead implant. 
Tite lead provides extended coverage over the full hemic
ranium; that is, achieving medically acceptable neurostirnu
lation uuilater.:illy over the frontal. parietaL and occipital 
regions simultaneously. In contrast, publically known leads 
are able to consistently provide medically acceptable neu-
rostimulatio11 therapy only over a single region, meaning 
that it would require tluee separate surgicaly lead implants 
to achieve the same therapeutic coverage of a single implant 
of a lead of the present disclosure. Tllls will decrease the 
total number of surgeries required, as well as the extent of 
each individual surgery for many patients. 

In another aspect, by having a system that is fully local
ized to the head. it eliminat<:.'S the requirement of currently 
available systems of having long leads and extensions 
extending across the neck and back to JPG locations com-
monly in the low back and gluteal region, and thereby 
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decreases the risk of problems attendant to such long leads 
and extensions, including discomfort. infection, technical 
extension issues such as fracture, and o!her morbidilies. This 
results in a further decrease in the number of surgeries 
requin:d by a patient. 

In other aspects, an !PG may be of proper aspect ratio with 

respect to the specific site of intended implantation in the 
head, preferably an area posterior to and/or superior to the 
ear. 11tere may be an external portable programming unit 
that is capable of achieving a radio-frequency coupling to the 10 

implanted mtit. An JPG rnay have an intental RF receiver 
coil that is capable of coupling via a radiofrequency mecha
nism to an external control unit that provides power and 
contrul ftutction. An JPG may contain an internal RF 
receiver, an application specific integrated circuit_ and a 15 

supercapacitor. In the event the external power supply is 
lost, the supercapacitor can supply power 10 1he elev.ice and 
keep the device functioning until the extemal power con
nection can be resumed. The system rnay include a primary 
cell as a puwer source .. ..\11 IPG may be capable o f being 20 

multiplexed, i.e.. the JPG can be programmed to on.ly 
stimulate (tum on) the required and necessary electrical 
contacts needed for therapy and tllm off the ones not needed. 

In other aspects, the system may include one or more of 
th~ following features. A neurostimulating lead may not 25 

require a central channel for a sty Jet. A neuros t imu latiug lead 
may have a smaller diameter than currently available leads . 
A neurostimulating lead may have a shaped or flat electrode 

design that orients the electrical fields toward the specific 
nerves, thus avoiding. stimulation of undesired tissues, e.g... 30 

adjacent muscles, while additionally improving. patient cos
metics. A neurnstimulating lead may indude redundant 
electrod~ for the shaped or flat electrode co11tacts such that 
i11 the event th~ leads are i11advertently flipped, th~se redun
dant electrodes can be selected and activated so that the 35 

electric fields can still he oriented at the proper nerves. 
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11te lead may comprise two or more (i.e. three or more) 
surface electrode arrays. each uniquely designed. that are 
disposed over a sufilcien! lead le11g!l1 to allow for medically 
acceptable therapeutic neurostimulator coverage of at least 
regions within the supraorbital. parietal, and occipital cnmial 
regions. To achieve the same clinical coverage from a single 
iruplaol. it would require three or more separately surgically 
implanted leads. Therefore, by reducing the number of 
surgical incisio11s, as well as the number of surgically 
implanted leads, the associat~ risks uf adv~roe events are 

proportionally diminished. 
In yet another aspect. an implantable peripheral neuro-

stimulation system for head pain may treat chronic head 
and/or face pain of multiple etiologies, including migrni11~ 
headaches; and other primary headaches. including cluster 
head.lches, hem.icrania continua headaches, tension tyre 
head.lches, chronic daily headaches, transfonned migraine 
heudaches; further includiJ1g secondary headaches, such as 
cervicogenic headaches and other secondary musculokeletal 

headaches; including neurupathic head a.ttd/or face pain. 
nociceptive head and/or face pain, and/or sympathetic 
related head and/or face pain; including greater occipital 
neuralgia. as well as the other various occipiM 11euralgias, 
supraorbital 11eur<1lgia, auroiculutemporal neuralgia, infot
urbital neuralgia. and other trigeminal nem-algias, a.ttd other 
head and face neuralgias. 

In another aspect. au implantable, bead-mounted, neuro-
stimulation system for head pain comprises multiple design 
features, including features aimed at improving patient 
safety by improving the incidence of adverse events. includ
ing the risk of infection, as well as the risk and incidence of 
known tecllllical problems associated with implanted leads, 
including lead migration and lead fracture, amongst others. 

111~ l~ad may comprise two or more (i.e. three or more) 
surface electrode arrays. each uniquely designed. that are 
disposed over a sufficient lead length to a llow Jor medically 
acceptable 1berapeutic neurostimulator coverage of at least 
regions within the supraorbital. parietal, and occipital cranial 
regions. 1o achieve the same clinical coverage from a single 
.iruplnu1. it would require 1.bree or more separately surgically 
implanted leads. Therefore, by reducing the number of 
Sltrgii.:al incisio11s, as well as the number of surgically 
impla.ttted leads, the associat~ risks of adveroe events ar~ 

proportio11ally diminished. 
In yet another aspect, an implantable, head-mounted, 

neurostimulation system for head pain may treat chronic 
head an<.Vor face pain of multiple etiologies. including 
migraine headaches and other primary headaches, including 
cluster headaches, hemicrania continua headaches, tension 

In other aspects, the system may include one or more of 
th~ following featur~. 11te system may include the dispo
sition of a sufficie11t plurality of surface electrodes over a 
suffic ient linear distance along the system's leads to enable 4ll 

medically adequri te tl1erapeutic stimulation across multiple 
regions of the head, and preferably the entire hemicranium; 
that is, over the frontal, parietal, and occipital region simul

taneously. 11te extended array of surface e lectrodes may be 
divided into two or more discrete terminal surfoce elecrrode 45 

arrays. 111e preferred linear layout of these multiple surface 
electrode an-ays includes at lo:-ast one ;.irr.:iy positioned over 
th~ frontal region, at least un~ array pusitiom:d over the 
parietal region, and at least one array positioned over the 
occipital region. 

In other aspects, intra-array design features may include 
variations in th~ specific 11umber uf electrodes ;.illoted to 
each group; the shap~ of the electrodes, e.g., whether the 
electrodes are cylindrical or flattened; the width of each 
electrode within each array, and the linear distance intervals 55 

of separation of the electrodes witltin each array. 

50 type headaches. chronic daily headaches. transformed 
migraine headaches. further including secondary headaches, 
such as cervicogenic headaches and other secondary mus
culoskeletal headaches. induding neuropathic h~ad a11d/or 

In other aspects, the system may include a plurality uf 

curutection ports that can b~ cu1tnected with a pluraHty of 
leads and thus allow for attaching additional leads should 

they later be required. 60 

In another aspect an implantable peripheral neurostimu
lation system for he-ad pain comprises multiple design 
features; including foatures aimed at improving patient 
safety by improving ihe incidence of adverse events, includ
ing the risk of infection. as well as the risk and incidence of 65 

known tech11ical problems associated with implated lo:-ads, 
including lead migration and lead frac\11re. amongst oth~n;. 

face pain, nociceptive head and/or face pain, and/or sym

pathetic related head and/or face pain.. including greater 
occipital neuralgia. as well as the other various occipital 
neur.:ilgias, supraorbital neur.:ilgia. auroiculotempoml n~u
mlgia. infraorbital neuralgia, and other trigeminal neural
gias, and other head and face neuralgias. 

In other aspects, an implantable, head-mounted, neuro
stimulation system for head pain may nut require a central 
chan11el for sty let placement over its distal (frontal) portions. 
The lead may improve patient comfort and cosmetics by 
virtue of its relatively small diameter over the dis!al portions 
of the lead, partially due the Jack of a cenira l styler channel, 
as well as due to a progressive decrease in the number of 

intern.al wires continuing after each knninal electrod~. 111~ 
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lead may forther improve cosmetic appearance and patient 

com.:fort by incorporating a flattened lead design for that 

portion of the lead expected In be over tbe frontal portion of 

the head. 

Titus, tht: present disclosure provides for a pt:ripheral 

nt:urostimulation lead th..it is uniquely designed for implan
tation in tht: head as a therJpy for chronic head pain, and is 

designed to solve the known design issues associated with 

current leads, as the lead of the present disclosure seeks to 
optimize the therapeutic response. improve patient comfort, lU 

improve cosmt:tics, reduce tht: number of surgi<.:al leads 

required, and reduce medical risk., and reduce medical costs. 

B. Overview 

18 
housini; 1140 in position opposite tht: inknrnl RF coil 11 <.ind 

internll mag.net 12 of the !PG 10. 

D. Fronto Parietal Leld 

Continuing with FIG. L the FPL 20, as part of the unibody 

construction, extends from the !PG. The FPL comprises a 

plastic body member 20a and a set of intemal conducting 

wires 29. 

The plastic body member 20a is an elongated. cylindrical. 

Tun1ing now descriptively to the drawin!!s, in whid1 

similar reference characters denote similar elements 
throughout the several views. the figures illustrate an 
implantable pulse gener..itor (lPG) from which two neuro

stimulating leads mav extend to a len2th sufficient to allow 

flexible member. which may be formed of a medical grade 

plastic po lymer. lt has a proximal end 22, a distal end 21. and 

may be conceptw.illy divided into five segments along its 

linear dimension. Progressi11g from the proximal end 22, 
15 these segments sequentially include a proximal lead segment 

(PLS) 22a. a parietal electrode array (PEA) 26, an inrer

array interval 27. a frontal elt:etrode array (FEA) 25, und a 

disral non-stimulatit1g tip 23. 

The lead internal wires 29 pass along the interior of the 
20 plastic body member as depicted in FIG. 4. 

for therap;utic neur~stimulation unilo,terally over the fron

tal. parietal and occipital regions. The leads include an 

extended plastic lead body, a plurality of surface metal 

electrodes disposed alon!! the lead, which may be divided 
into two or more electrode arrays, a plura lity of internal 25 

electrically conducting metal wires runuing along at least a 

portion of its length and individually counecting the IPG's 

internal circuit to individual surface metal electrodes. The 

implantable pulse generator includes the internal circuits, a 
.radiofrequency receiver coil, and an ASIC. The system may 30 

be operable to provide medically acceptable therapeutic 

neurostimulation to multiple regions of the head, including 

tht: frontal, parietal and occipital regions simulataneously, 
and six figures demonstrate various views of th.is fean1re as 

the system is depicted in sin1. 

E. Frontal Electrode Array 

Continuing with FIG. 1, the FEA 25 consists of a plurality 
of surface metal electrodt:S (SME) 24 mtiformly disposed 

over a ponion of the dist.:il aspect of the FPL 20. Lt:ad 

internal wires 29 connect to the SME 24 as depicted in FIG. 

2, which represents the distal four SME 24 of the leld. 

F. Parietal Electrode Array 

Returning. to FIG. l. the PEA 26 consists of a plurality of 

SME 24 unifonnly disposed along a linear portion of the 

FPL. The PEA 26 is separated alon~ the FPL from the FEA 

C. Full Head-located Neurostimulator System 

35 by an inter-array inkrval 27. It is separated only the lead 

from the IPCT by the PLS 22a. The lead intemal wires 29 

com1ect to the individull SrvlEs 24 of the PEA in the same 

fashion as the do with the SME ofthe FEA as shown in FIG. 

2. FIG. l depicts a side view of a full neurostimulator 

system, which consists of an implantable pulse generator 40 

(IPG) J 0 along with two un.ibody plastic lead extensious- o 
Fronto-Parietal Le.ad (FPL) 20 and an Occipital Lead (OL) 

30 of adequate length to extend to roughly the midline of the 
forehead and to the midline at the cervico-cranial junction, 

respectively. A rrows 28 indicate the point of cross section of 45 

FlG, 4. 
FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 depict poskrior. lateral and frontal 

vit:ws of the system in-si111. The tutit ii; demonstrated in an 

implant position where the IPG lO is posterior and cepholad 

to the pinna of the ear. The drawings demonstrate the FPL 50 

20 passing over the parietal 60 aud fron!al 70 regions of the 

head, including auriculo-temporal nerve 61 and supraorbital 

nerve 71, in a manner that places the FEA over the supra
orbital nerve and the PEA over the auriculotemporal nerve. 

The OL 30 is shown passing caudally and medially over the 55 

occipital region of the head such th.at the OEA 35 cross owr 

the greater occipital nerve 51. the lesser occipital nerve 52, 
and the ihird occipita l nerve. 

FIGS. 8 and 9 depict two views oftbe cxteruol control unit 

(ECU) 100. FIG. 8 depicts a side view of an ECU 100, the 60 

components of which include an ear cl ip 1110, an electronics 

and battery component (EBC) 1120, an extental coil le<.id 

1130. and au external RF coil housing .ll40 that contains a 

RF coil 1141 external magnet 1142. FIG. 9 depicts a right 

oblique frontal view of the head with an implantable neu- 65 

rostimulator system in-situ, and with the ECU 100 attached 

to the ear in its f1mctional position. with the external RF coil 

G. Occipital Lead 

Continuing with FIG. 1. the oct:ipital lead (OL) 30 as part 

of the unibody constrnction extends from the IPG 10. It 
comprises a plastic body member 39 and a set of lead 

intenml wires 38 that pass through the central cylinder oftbe 
lead to connect to a series of SME 34, each of surface 

dectrodt: width 37, that art: tu1iformly disposed at an inter

electrode distance 36 from eadt other along a portion oftht: 
length of the lead. These lead internal wires 38 pass and 

com1ect in the same mam1er as described above for the SME 

24 of the FEA 25 as depicted in FIGS. 2 and 4. 

The plastic body member 39 is au elongated, cylindrical. 
tlexible member, which may be formed of a medical grade 

plastic polymer. It has a proximol end 32 and o distal end 31. 

Progressing alon.g the lead from the proximal end 32. these 

segments sequentially include a proximal lead segment 
(PLS) 32a, an occipital dectrodt: array (OEA) 35, and a 

distal nou-sti.mulati.ng tip 23. 

H. Ol:cipital Lead Array 

As depicted in FIG. l. the OEA 35 consists of a plurality 

of surface metal electrodes (SME.l 34 unifonnly disposed 
over a portion OL 30. Lead internal wires 38 connect to the 

SME 24 in the same fashion as depicted for the FEA 25 as 

shown in FIG. 2. 
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I. Implantable Pulse Generator 

Referring to FIG. 1 and FIG. 3, the three primary physical 
and functional components oftht: IPG JO include an internal 
magnet 12, an internal radiofrequency receiver coil 11 , and 
an application spt.'Cific iniegrated circuit (ASIC) 13, along 
with the necessary internal wire collllections amongst these 
rdated components. as wdl as to the incoming. lead internal 
w ires 29, 39. ·n 1ese individual components may be encased 
in a cml made of ri medical grade metal and plastic cover 14. 
which itself transitions over the exi ting FPL 20 and OL 30. 

Referring now to FIGS. l A and 18. there are illustrated 
embodiments of the !PG 10 and the various config urations 
oftbe lead. Jn FIG. I A, the FPL lead 20 and the OL lead 30 
nre illustrated as extending downward from the IPG body 
10. In FlG. IB, the coil 11 and the magilet 12 are disposed 
in a separate body 10' tlu1t is disposed distal from the 
integrated circuit 13 or ASIC 13 by a lead 20'. This allows 
the coil 11 to be disposed al a point in the hemicronium d.istal 
from the ASIC 13. For implantation, the magnet .12 is 
removed there from and the body 10' is "rolled up" in a rube 
with tbe approximrite diameter of the lead 20', such tbat it 
can be m uted subculaneouslv to a di fferent location about 
the head. 111is is to focilitare 'coupling. with an external coil 

in a more comfortable manner for the patient. 

J. External Controller 

FIG. 8 depicts an external "behind the ear" controlk:r 
(EC) 100, which Lncludes an ear clip 1UO. an electronics and 
battery component (EBC) 1120. an exterual coil lead 1130 
and an external RF coil plastic housing (ECPH) 1140. which 
contains the exrernal RP coil .1141 , and the external magne.t 
1142. 

FIG. 9 depicts a right oblique frontal view of the head 
with an in-situ full neurostimulator system. Tht: EC 100 is 

depicted as secured into position by an ear cl ip 1110. and the 
ECPH 1140 is depicted as applied to the skin directly over 

the internal radiofrequeocy receiver coil 11 and i11ternal 

mugnet 12 components of the IPG .IO. 

K. Connections of Main Elements and 

Sub-Elements 

1111:: system may include a unibudy co11stn.1ction to pro

viJe physical :ind frntctiunal continuity uf tht: relateJ com
ponents and sub-components. 

The overall mechanistic purpose of an implantable neu

rostimulation system is tu generate and conduct a prescribed 
electrical pulse w:ive from an IPG l 0 duwn a set of lead 

interru.il wires 29, 38 running u portion of the length of the 

lead to specified programmed set of SMEs 24 • .34, whereby 

the current is then conducted by tissue and/or fluid to an 

adjacent, or nearby. set of one or mort: SME 24, 34. which 

in turn passes the signal proximally duwn tht: lt:ad wire 29, 
.38 back to the IPG JO and its ASIC 13. thus completing the 

<:ircuit. 

An external control unit (ECIJ) 100 provides power, 

programming and diagnostic fonctionality to the implanted 
neurostimulator system via a radiofrequency couple 

between the external RF coil l141 and internal RF coil 1142. 

The ECU JOO is held in pla<:e on the head by an ear dip 
1110, and its ECPH 1140 is held in place uvt:r the IPG 10 by 

internal and extt:ntal magnets 12, 1142. 

L. Charge Transfer/Communication Control 

FIG. 10 depicts a conceptual diagram of a system 500 that 

pruviJes for inJept:ndent ch~ing/powerin~ and cunununi-

20 
catiun with multiple body-implanted pulse gent:rating (lPG) 

devices requiring. external power to either power the IPGs 

directly or to charge an internal supercapacitor associated 

with the IPGs or a hybrid thereof. For the purposes of this 
disclosure, charge pro vid t~d to the IPGs \vii! be reforred to as 

"charge transfer." but it should be understood that this could 

mean charging of a supercapadtor or delivering charge to a 

powered element associated with the IPGs. Three charge 
receiving systems 520, 540, 560 are shown, each disposed 

10 within a com .-sponding IPG (uot shown). An external charge 

transfer system 502 disposed outside a dt:rmis layer (or 

"dermal layer" ) 518 includes series-connected charge trans

fer coils, of which three are shown, being. series-com1ected 

charge transfer coils 510, 511. 512, each of which corre-
15 spe nds to a respective one of receive coils 521 , 541 , 561 of 

respective ones ofa plurality of charge receiving systems, of 

which three are shown, being charge receiving systems 520, 

540. 560. Preferably each receive coil 521. 541. 561 is tuned 

to the resonant frequency of the respective charge transfor 
20 coil 510, 511 , 512 within the external charge transfer system 

502. W11ile three charge transfer coils 51(1, SU, 512 are 

shown. one for each charge receivi11g system 520, 540. 560. 

other embodiments may utilize one charge transfer coil. two 

charge transfer coils, or another number of charge transfer 
25 coils, depending upon the number of IPGs. 

The external charge transter system 502 includes a driver 

504. responsive io a DRIVER CTRL signal on node 503, for 
driving the series-connected coils 51 O. 5.11, 512 with an AC 

signal. A TXiRX telemetry block 506 includes a transmitter 
30 for transmitting forward ·telemetry data signal within the AC 

signal driven across the charge transfer coils (i.e .• on node 

S08), and a receiver to detect and receive a hack telemetry 

data signal within the AC signal. The forward/back tekm
etry data signals, both as reprt:sented by the DATA sign.al 011 

35 node SOS. are coupled from/to telemetry circuitry within 

remaining portkms of the external charge transfer system 

(not shown). As used herein, data <:ommunication from an 

1::xternal ch.:ugt: transfer system to an IPG is referred to as 
forward telemetry, and data communication from an IPG to 

40 an external charge transfer system is referred to as back 

telemetry. 

Within the first IPG. the ch<1rge receiving system 520 

includes a receive coil 521 that is tuned to tht: rt:Sonunt 
frequency of the associated charge transfer coil 51{) within 

45 the external charge transfer system S02. so that receive coil 

S21 may receive energy transferred from the charge transfer 

coil 510 wht:n in close proximity tht:retu. 1111:: rt:eeive coil 

521 is coupled to a charge receiving block 528 tlu1t includes 
circuitry for receiving energy in a lirst mode of operation. 

50 and for de-tuning lbe receive coil 521 in a second mode of 

operation to inhibit transfer or energy. The receive coil S21 
is also coupled (via node 522) to an RXr rx telemetry block 

523 that includes a receiver tt)r receiving a ·forward telem

etry dato sigual from !he receive coil 521. and a transmitter 

5S for transmitting. a ba<:k telemetry data signal to the roceive 
coil 521. Tite recdved ent:ri;y is coupled to charge transfer 

circuitry, and the forward/back telt:metry data signals art: 

coupled to/from data circuitry within the first !PG, both as 

represented hy node S29. As can be appreciated, the roceive 

60 coil S21 serves as a "shared antenna" for hoth the <:barge 

transfer system and the telemetry system. 
Similarly, the chaI}!e receiving system 540 includes u 

re<"eive coil S41 that is tuned to the resonant frequency of the 

associated charge transfer coil SJI, so that receive coil S41 

6S may re<"eive energy transferred from the charge transfer coil 
511 when in dost: proximity tht:rt:to. The receive coil 541 is 

coupled to a charg,t: receiving block 548 tklt incluJes 

http:extern.al
http:intem.il
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circuitry for receiving energy in the first mode of operation, selectively t11m off charge transfer (charge delivi:ry) of thi: 
and for de-tuuing the receive coil 541 iu the second mode of given device without affecting charge delivery in one or 
operation to inhibit transfor of enel"'JY- The receive coil 541 more other such IPGs. Two charge receiving systems 620, 
is also coupled ( vi ~1 nod e 542) to an RX/TX telemetry block 630 are shown. each disposed within a corresponding IPG. 
543 that includes a receiver for receiving a forward telem- An external chargi: deliwry system 610 disposed outs ide a 
etry data signal from the receive coil 541. and a transmitter Jermis layer 602 includes series-connected charge transfer 
for transmitting a back telemetry data signal to the receive coils 612, 613. each of which corresponds to a respective 
coil 541. The received energy is coupled to charge transfor. one of receive coils 62 I. 6.31 of respective charge receiving 
and the forward/back tele111etry data sig_nals are coupled sysk111s 620, 630. In this e111bodiment. two such charge 
to/from data circuitry within thi: second IPG. both as rep- 10 transfer coils 612, 613 are shown, oni: for each charge 
resented by node 549. receiving syste111 620. 630, but other emboui111ents may 

Likewise. the charge receiving. system 560 includes a utilize oue charge transfer coil or another number of charge 
receive coil 561 that is tuned to the resonant frequency of the trans for coils. depending upon the number of IPGs. 
associated charge transfer coil 512. so that receive coil 561 The external charge transfer system 610 includes a driver 
may receive energy transferred from the c h a rgt~ transfer coil 15 611, responsiw to a CTRL signal. fur driving thi: :;eries-
512 when i1J close proximity thereto. The receive coil 561 is com1ected charge transfer coils 612. 613 with an AC signal. 
coupled to a charge receiving block 568 that includes Withln the Jirst !PG, the charge receiving system 620 
circuitry for receiviug energy in the first mode of opemtio11, includes a receive coil 621 that is preforably tuned to the 
and for de-tuning the receive coil 561 in the se:.>cond mode of resonant frequency of the associated charge transfor coil 612 
operation to inhibit transfer of energy. 1111: receive coil 561 20 within the exte111al charge transfer system 610, so that 
is also coupled (via node 562) to an l{XiTX tekmetry block receive coil 621 may receive energy transferred from the 
563 that includes a receiver for receiviug a forward telem- charge transfer coil 612 when in close proximity thereto. The 
etry data signal from the .receive coil 561. and a transmitter rt:eeive coil 621 is coupled to a rectifier block 622 for 
Jor transmitting a back telemetry data signal to the receive receiving energy in a first mode of operation and geni:rating 
coil 561. The receivt:d i:nergy is coupled to ch~e transfor 25 a rectifit:d vultagi: on node 624. and for de-tuning the receive 
circuitry. and the forward/back telemetry data signals are coil 621 in a second mode of operation. responsive to a 
coupled to/from data circuitry withln the thlrd IPG. both as DE-HJNE signal on node 62.3, to inhibit transfer of energy. 
ri:pre:;ented by node 569. Tite rectified voltagi: on node 624 is coupleJ tu charge 

Even though a single driver ci~uit 504 is utilized to drive transfer circuitry within the first !PG (not shown). 
all three series-connected charge transfer coils 510, 511. 30 Within the second !PG. the charge receiving. system 630 
512, the system 500 provides for independent charge tran.<>- includes a receive coil 631 that is preferably tuned to the 
fer (or charge delivery) of multiple IPGs. When such charge resonant frequency of the associated charge transfor coil 613 
transfer of une of the IPGs is complete (or delivi:ry of within the extental charge transfer system 610, so that 
charge), the corresponding de-tuning ci~uitry within the receive coil 631 may receive energy transferred from the 
respective charge receiving. circuit 528, S48, 568 may be 3~ charge transfer coil 613 when in close proximity thereto. The 
activated to de-tune its respective receive coil 521. 541, 561 receive coil 6.31 is coupled to a rectifier block 632 for 
.and thereby inhibit further transfer of energy to the respec- receiving. energy in the first mode of operation and gener-
tive charge receiving circuit 528, 548. 568. Each IPG may ating a rectified voltage on node 634, and for de-tuning the 
de-tune its receive coil when charge transfer is complete, receive coil 631 in the second mode ofoperation,responsive:: 
independently of the ofuer!PGs, to ]jmit needless powerloss 4il to a DE-TIJNE signal on node 633, to inhibit transfor of 
.and undesirable heating. within an IPG. without affecting energy. The rectified voltage on node 634 is coupled to 
energy transfer to the remaining charge receiving systems charge transfer circuitry within the second IPG (not shown). 
520, 540. 560. Even though a single driver circuit 611 is utilized to drive 

Moreover, even though a single driver circuit 504 is both series-connected charge transfer coils 612. 613, the 
utilized to drive all three series-connected charge transfer 45 system 600 provides for de-tuning of a receive coil within a 
coils 510. 511, 512. the system 500 also provides for given IPG to selectively turn off charging of the given device 
inuependent comnnuticatiun with multiple JI?(}.;. Since the without affecting charging of one or more other such IPGs. 
forward telemetry (transmit) data sig1wl within the AC As such, independent charge transfer of multiple IPGs is 
signal is driven across all three series<onnected charge provided. When such charge transfor of one of the IPGs is 
transfer coils 510. 51L 512 .. each of the charge receiving 50 complete. the corresponding DE-TUNE sig.nal may he acti-
systems 520, 540, 560 can independently receive such a vated within the respective charge receiving system 620. 630 
transmitted data signal. As for receiving data independently tu Je-tuni: its respective reci:ive coil 621. 631 and thereby 
from t:'<ich ch~e receiving sy:;tem, the external charge inhibit transfer uf e111:rgy to the respective dwrge receiving 
transfer system 502 can coordinate the operation of each system 620, 630. Each !PG may de-tune its receive coil 
charge receiving. system 520, 540. 560 so that only one such 5~ when charge transfer is complete. i11depeudeutly of the other 
charge receiving system at a time attempts to communicate IPGs, to limit needless power loss and undesirable heating 
back telemetry data tu the i:xternal charge transfer system within a fully-charged lPG. without atll.>cting energy transfer 
502. Such coordination may be achievt:d by forward tdem- to the remaining charge receiving systems 620. 630. Such 
etry commands instructing. a selected charge r~eiving sys- completion of charge transfer may be determLned within the 
tem to conununicate back telemetry data to the extern.al 60 charge receiving. system of the respective !PG. with or 
charge transfer system 502, so that the non-selected charge without any cunununication to the external charge transfer 
receiving systems will forego attempted back telemetry syskm. 
during. such times. Embodiments described below provide FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a system 645 which 
detailed examples of forward and back telemetry circuitry provides for power transmission and data conununication to 
and operation. 65 an IPG using. opposite-polarity hall:.wave rectifi<.>d signals 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a system 600 that provides rt:eeived by the i111planted device. Two charge receiving 
fur the d1::-tuning uf a receive coil within a ~ivi:n !PG to systems 650. 660 <ltt: :;!town, each disposed within a corre-
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spondinl' lPG. An 1:xtemal charge transfer system 640 
disposed outside a dennis layer 602 includes series-con

nected charge transfor coils 642. 643. each of which corre
spond<> to a respective one of receive coils 651, 661 of 
respective charge receiving systems 650, 660. Preforably 

each receive coil 651. 661 is tuned to the resonant frequenc.:y 
of the respective charge transfer coil 642, 643 withln the 
external charge transfor system 640. In this embodiment. 
two such c.hafB1: transfer coils 642, 643 are shown. one for 
each charge receiving system 650. 660, but other embodi
ments may utilize one charge trans for coil or another num ber 
of cbarge lrnnsfor coils. 

The external charge transfer system 640 includes a driver 
641 that is responsive to a forward telemetry transmit data 
signal FWD TELEM TX DATA. When the FWD TELEM 
TX DATA signal has o first logic slate (e.g., logic high). the 
driver 641 drives the series-connected clrnrge transfer coils 
642, 643 with on AC signal. and when the FWD TELEM TX 
DATA signal has a second logic state (e.g., logic low), the 
driver 641 is disabled. In some embodiments, the driver 641 

together with the series-<:onnected charge transfer coils 642. 
643 may be configured as a resonant amplifier. When such 
a resonant amplifier is disabled. the AC signal is allow~ to 
decay and eventually cease. 

S11ch operation may be viewed as providinl'- a I 00% 
amplitude-modulated AC signal driven across the series
connected charge transfor coils 642. 643. controlled by a 
bit-serial forward tel1:metry data signal FWD TELEM TX 
DATA. Significant charge transfer to one 01· both charge 
receiving systems 650, 660 is still readily provided for 
charge transfer by limiting the duration of time that the 
forward telemetry transmit data signal FWD TELEM TX 
DATA is allow~ to "disabk" the coil driv1:r 641. Cons1:

quently. such a signal also fitnctions as an enable/disable 
signal for the driver 641 if maintained in the second logic 
state. 

24 
charging is complete or charge transfer is not desired. 1111: 
receive coil 661 is also coupled via node 667 to a negative 
half-wave rectifier block 662 for receiving forward telem
etry data and generating on node 666 a respective forward 
tdemetry receive data signal. which is conveyed to forward 
telemetry rec1:ive data FWD TELEM R..X DATA circuitry 
within the first !PG (not shown). 

As may be appreciated. each !PG can receive forward 
telemetry data independently. irrespective of tht: charging 

lU state (i.e., de-tuned state) of that !PG or of the other lPG. For 

example, the chall!e receiving system 650 may still receiw 
forward telemetry information by the negative half-wave 
rectifier 652 irrespective of whether the positive half-wave 
rectifier 653 is de-nm~ or not. Such de-nming greatly 

15 lowers the resonant Q of the combination of charge transfer 
coil 642 and charge receive coil 651 for positive voltage 
excursions on node 657. and consequently serves to inhibit 
significant energy transfer to receive coil 651. but does not 
negatively impact the ability for the negative half-wave 

2u rectifier 652 to respond to negative transitions on node 657 
and generate the output voltoge occordingly on node 656. 
Similarly, the charge receiving system 650 may still receive 
·forward telemetry information irrespective of wheth t ~r the 
positive half-wave rectifier 663 within the other charge 

25 recdving system 660 is de-tuned or not. 
FIG. 13A is a block diagram of a system 675 which 

provides for bi-directional communication with an !PG, and 
particularly illustrates passive communication from an 
implanted device 10 the external charge transfer system (i.e .. 

30 bock telemetry) when the receive coil wi thin the implanted 
device is de-tuned. 

Two charge receiving systems 680. 690 are shown .. each 
dispos~ within a corresponding !PG. A11 extern.al charge 
transfer system 670 dispos~ outside a dennis layer 602 

35 includes series-connected charge transfer coils 673, 674. 
each of which corresponds to a respective one of receive 
coils 681. 691 of respective charge receiving systems 680, 
690 . As before, preferably each receiw coil 681. 691 is 

tuned to the resonant frequency of the respective charge 

Within a first IPG. the charge receiving system 650 
indudes a receive coil 651 fur receiving energy transferred 

from the associated charge ti-Jilsfer coil 642 when in close 
proximity thereto. The receive coil 651 is coupled to a 
positive half-wave rectifier block 653 for receiving energy 
and generating a rectified voltage on node 654. and respon
sive to a DE-TUNE signal 011 node 655, for de-runing the 
receive coil 651 to inhibit transfer of energy from the 
associated charge transfer coil 642. The rectified voltage on 
node 654 is coupled to charge transfer circuitry within the 
first !PG (not shown), which circuitry also directly or 
indirectly controls the DE-TUNE signal on node 655 when 
charging is complete or charge transfer is not desired. The 
receive coil 651 is also coupled via node 657 to a negative 50 

half-wave rectifier block 652 for receiving forward telem
etry data and generating on node 656 a respective forward 
telemetry receive data signal. which is conveyed to forward 
telemetry receive data FWD TELEM RX DATA circuitry 
within the first IPG (not shown). 

4ll transfer coil 673. 674 within the extemal charge transfer 
system 670. Jn this embodiment. two such charge transfer 
coils 673. 674 are shown, one for each c.hafBe receiving 
system 680, 690. but other embodiments may utilize one 
charge transfer coil or another mu11ber of charge transfer 

45 coils noiing that the charge transfer coils are for delivery of 
chorge to the lPGs. Such cimrge delivery may be utilized to 
charge a supercapacitor within the lPG, ancVor to power the 
IPG, particularly if such !PG does not include u superca-
pacitor. 

The extemal charge transfer system 670 includes a driver 
671 that is responsive to a forward telemetry transmit data 
signal FWD TELEM TX DATA. As describ~ in the 
1:mbodiment shown in FIG. 12. when the FWD TELEM TX 
DATA signal is driven to a tirst logic state (e.g .. logic high) .. 

55 the driver (}71 drives the series-connected clwrge trans fer 
coils 673, 674 with an AC signal, and when the FWD 

TELEM TX DATA signal is driven to a second logic state 
(e.g., logic low), the driver 671 is disabled. lit some embodi
ments. the driver 671 together with the series-co1mected 

Within a second lPG. the charge receiving system 660 
indudes a receive coil 661 for receiv ing energy transferred 
from the associated charge transfer coil 643 when in close 
proximity thereto. The receive coil 661 is coupled to a 
positive half-wave rectifier block 663 for receiving energy 
and generating a rectified voltage on node 664., and respon

sive to a DE-TIJNE signal on node 665. for de-mning the 
receive coil 66.l to inhibit transfer of energy from the 
associated charge transfer coil 643. The rectified voltage on 
node 664 is coupled to charge transfer circuitry within the 
second !PG (not shown). whid1 c.:ircuitry also directly or 

indirectly controls the DE-TUNE signal on node 665 wh1:n 

60 charge transfer coils 673. 674 may be configured as a 
resonant amplifier. When such a resonant amplifier is dis
abled, the AC signal decays and eventually ceases. Such 
operation may be viewed as providing a 100% amplitude 
modulation of the AC signal driven onto the series-con-

65 nected chorge transfer coils 673, 674, which modulation is 
controlled by a bit-serial forward telemetry data signal that 
also fimctiom; as an 1:nable/disable signal for the driver 671 
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(if held to the appropriate one of its two logic states). The 
external charge transfer system 670 also includes a receiver 
circuit 672 that is responsive to the AC signal on the 
series-coupled charge transfer coils 673, 674. and which 
generates accordingly a back telemdry receive data signal 

BACK TELEM R...X DATA. 
Within a first IPG. the charge r'e(;eiving. system 680 

includes a receive coil 681 for receiving energy transferred 
from the associated charge transfer coil 673 when in close 
proximity thereto. The rec~ive coil 681 is coupled to a 10 

positive half-wave rectifier block 683 for receiving energy 
and generntiug a rectified voltage on node 684, and respon
sive to a DE-TUNE signal on node 685, for de-tuning the 
receive coil 681 to inhibit transfer of energy from the 
associated charge transfer coil 673. The redified voltage on 15 

node 684 is coupled to charge transfer circuitry within the 
first IPG (not shown). The receive coil 681 is also coupled 
via node 687 to a negative peak detector block 682 for 
receiving forward telemetry data and generating 011 node 
686 a 1·espective forward telemetry receive data signal, 20 

which is conveyed to forward telemetry r'e(;eive data FWD 
TELEM RX DATA circuitry within the first IPG (not 
shown). 

TI1e charge receiving system 680 also includes a de-tune 

control block 688 for generating the DE-TUNE control 25 

sigmil on node 685 responsive to a disable power transfor 
signal DISABLE PWR TRANSFER, and further responsive 
to a bit-serial back telemdry transmit data signal BACK 
TELEM TX DATA. In operation, the DISABLE PWR 
TRANSFER signal may be asserted when charge transfer is 30 

complete or not desired. which asserts the DE-TUNE con
trol signal to de-tune the r'e(;eive coil 681 through the 
positive half-wave rectifier 683. In addition. during nonnal 
charge transfer the DE-TUNE control signal may be asserted 
for each bit-position of the bit-serial BACK TELEM TX 3~ 

DATA signal corresponding. to one of its two data states. 
Since de-tuning the positive half-wave rectifier 683 in 
concert with the receive coil 681 inhibits energy transfer 

from the charge transfer coil 673 to the receive coil 681. the 
loading of charge transfor coil 673 is decreased. This 4-0 

decreased loading results in a higher peak current through 
the series-connected charge transfer coils 673, 674. In the 
external charge transfer system 670, the receiver circuit 672 
senses the change in peak current through the series-coupled 
charge transfor coils 673. 674 as each serial data bit of the 45 

BACK TELEM 1X DA1A signal either tunes or de-ti.mes the 
receive coil 681 , and generates accordingly a back telemetry 

ra:eive data signal BACK TELEM RX DATA. 
If the DE-TUNE control signal is already asserted (e.g .. 

because the DISABLE PWR TRANSFER signal is asserted so 
to indicate charge transfer is complete or not desired) when 
the charge receiving system 680 desires to transmit back 
telemetry data, the DISABLE PWR TR...l\NSFER signal may 
be briefly de-asserted to allow the BACK TELEM TX 
DATA signal to control the DE-TIJNE control signal. as is 5~ 

shown in FIG. BB. Tirns, the charge receiving system 680 

may still tronsmit back telemetry information irr~spective of 
whether it is generally in a de-tuned state. 

Within a second IPG. the charge receiving system 690 
includes a receive coil 691 for receiving energy transferred 60 

from the associated charge transfer coil 674 when in close 
proximity thereto. TI1e remainder 692 of the charge receiv
ing system 690 is identical to the charge receiving system 
680, and need not be separately described. 

FIG. 14A is a block diagram of a system 701 which 6~ 

includes charge tr.:insfer coil ("transmit coil") current sens
ing circuitry, and particularly illustrates sensini; su1.:h trans-

26 
mit coil current to detennine back telemetry data received 
from an implanted device. and to determine de- tuning of aD 
implanted device receive coil. Two charge receiving systems 
720. 730 are shown. each disposed within a corresponding 
body-implanted active device. An external charge tnmsfor 
system 700 disposed outside a dermis layer (or "dennal 
layer") 602 includes series-connected charge transfer coils 
703. 704. each of which corresponds to a respective one of 
receive coils 721, 731 of respective charge receiving sys
tems 720, 730. Although rwo such charge transfer coils 703, 
704 are shown, one for each charge receiving system 720, 
730. other embodiments may utilize one charge transfer coil 
or another number of charge transfer coils, depending upon 
the number of IPGs. 

The external charge transfer system 700 includes a driver 
702. responsive to a CTRL signal. for driving the series
com1ected charge transfer coils 703. 704 with an AC signal. 
Within the first IPG, the charge receiving system 720 
includes a receive coil 721 that is preferably tuned to the 
resonant frequency of the associated charge transfer coil 703 
within the external charge transfer system 700. so that 
r'e(;eive coil 721 may receive energy transferred from the 
cliafl!-e transfer coil 703 when in close proximity thereto. TI1e 
receive coil 721 is coupled to a rectifier/de-tune block 722 
for receiving energy at times and gem:rating a rectified 
output voltage on node 724. and for de-tuning the receive 
coil 721 at other times, responsive to a respective BACK 
TELEM TX DATA signal on node 725, to i1thibit tr.:insfer of 
energy from the charge transfer coil 703. The rectified 
voltage on node 724 is coupled to charge transfer circuitry 
within the first IPG (not shown). In this embodiment the 
BACK TELEM TX DATA signal functions as both a bit
serial data signal and a "disable charg~ transfer" signal. 
much like the DE-TUNE signal in the previous embodiment. 
In order to de-tune the r'e(;eive coil 721 and disable charge 
transfer, the BACK TELEM TX DATA signal is driven and 
held in one of its two logic levels (e.g. .. a logic high level). 
while to acn1ally communicate back telemetry data to the 
external charge transfer system 700, the BACK TELEM TX 
DATA signal is driven between both its logic levels accord
ing to the bit serial data. Any of several encoding. formats 
may be used. but NRZ ("non-return-to-zero") encoding is 
assumed here. 

Within the second IPG. the cliarge receiving system 730 
includes a receive coil 731 that is preferably tuned to the 
resonant frequency of the associated charge transfor coil 704 
within the extental charge tr.:insfer system 700, so that 
receive coil 731 may receive energy tr.:insferred from the 
charge transfer coil 704 when in close proximity thereto. The 
receive coil 731 is coupled to a rectifier/de-tune block 732 
for receiving energy at times and generating. a rectified 
output voltage on node 734, and for de-tu1ting the receive 
coil 731 at other times. responsive to a respective BACK 
TELEM TX DATA signal on node 735. to inhibit transfer of 
energy from the charge transfer coil 704. The r'e(;tified 
voltage on node 734 is coupled to charge tr.:insfer circuitry 

within the second lPG (not shown). 
The external charge transfer system 700 includes circuitry 

to generate a COIL CURRENT signal corresponding to the 
mflgnitude of the cha.r-3e transfer coil current. and to generate 
a BACK TELEM RX DATA signal corresponding to the 
back telemetry data received from one of the charge receiv
ing systems 720, 730. TI1e back telemetry data is commu
nicated passively by a given one of the charge receiving 
systems 720, 730 by modulating the amount of energy 
transferred from the external cliarge transfer coils and 
received by a given charge receiving system. Such modu-
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lat ion occurs by changing whether the corresponding receive 

coil is tuued or de-tuned. De-tuning the receive coil may 

occur when charge transfer is complete or not desired. in 

which case the transferred energy will decrease and remain 
at the decreased value, but may also occur in response to a 

bit-serial BACK TELEM TX DATA signal, in which case 
the variations ur changes in transferred eneqzy will have a 

frequency component matching the bit rate of the BACK 

TELEM TX DATA signal. The back telemetry data is 

received hy the external charge transfer system by sensing 
10 

the variation in charge transfer cuil current that correspond:; 

to changes in the amount uf enel}!y transferred to the given 

charge receiving syskm. 
In this embodiment, the circuitry to accomplish this 

15 
.includes a charge transfer coil AC current sensor 706 having 

an input coupled to the output node 705 of driver 702. which 
generates on its output node 707 an AC voltage signal 

corresponding tu the i11sta11tat1t:0us current through the 

series-connected charge trnnsfer coils 703. 704. 111is AC 20 

voltage signal on node 707 is coupled to a demodulator 708 

which generates on its output node 709 a demodulated signal 
corresponding to the peak value of the AC voltage signal on 
node 707, which corresponds to the peak value of the 

i11stantat1eous current through the charge tr.msfer coils 703, 25 

704. This demodulated signal on node 709 is filtered by 
low-pass tilter 710 to generate the COIL CURRENT signal 
on nude 712. The COIL CURRENT signal is a generally 
DC-like signal that is reflective of the low-frequency 
dianges in the peak charge tram;for coil current. such as 30 

would occur when charge transfer is no longer desired and 
its corresponding receive coil is de-tuned and remains 
de-tuned for some time. 

Tite demodulated signal on node 709 is also coupled to a 
band-pass filter 711 to generate the BACK TELEM RX 35 

DATA signal on node 713. This BACK TELEM R..X DATA 
signal is reflective of higher-frequency changes in the peak 
charge transfer coil current. such as would occur when back 
telemetry data is being conummicated and the corresponding 
receive coil is de-tuned and tuned responsive to ihe bit-serial 40 

BACK TELEM 1X DA1A signal. JJlustrative waveforms of 
these signals are shown in FIG. 14B. In some embodiments 

the data r-ate for the back telemetry need nut be identical to 
the data r-ate for the forward telemetry. For exatnple, the 
back telemetry data rate. relative to the resonant frequency 45 

of the charge transfor coils in the extenial charge transfer 
system. may be result in each bit interval (i.e. bit position) 

corresponding to as few as 20 cycles of the resonant ampli
fier. as noted in FIG. 14B. Additional examples and other 
embodiments of such current sensing and receive data 50 

circuits are described below. 

28 
FIG. 15 is a block diagram uf an exemplary charge 

transfer system 745 which provides for adjustable transmit
ted power to improve power eJ:liciency within au implanted 
device. Two charge receiving systems 620. 630 are shown, 
each disposed within a correspouding !PG, which are i<len
tical to those described in FIG. 11. and ueed not be described 
here. An external charge transfor system 740 disposed 
outside a dermis layer 602 includes series-com1ected cliarge 
trattsfer coils 612, 613. each of which corresponds to a 
respective une of receive coils 621, 631 of respective charge 

receiving systems 620. 630. Two such charge trattsfer coils 
612. 613 are shown. one for each charge receiving system 
620. 630. but other embodiments may utilize one cliarge 
trattsfer coil or another number of chfill!.e trattsfer coils, 
<lepending upun the number uf IPGs . 

The external charge transfor system 740 includes a reso
nant driver 743 for driving the series-<:onnected cliarge 
transfor coils 612. 613 with an AC signal. and a buck/boost 
circuit 741 that provides on node 742 a variable DC voltage 
·for ost~ by the driver 743 as an upper power supply node. By 
varying th.is VBOOST voltage on node 742. the amount of 
energy stored each resonant cycle in the charge transfer coils 
and ultimately transferred to the corresponding receive coil 
may be varied, for example, to achieve better charge deliv
t~ry dliciency and coupling within the irnplauted device. Tite 
resonant driver 743 is responsive lo a CTRL signal, such as 
described above regarding other embodiments, which may 
function as both a data signal and as an enable sigJtal. 

The VBOOST voltage on node 742 may be varied as 
charge transfer progresses (or the charge delivery require
ments change) within each IPG. For example. during an 
enrly phase of chnrge transfer when the voltage is relatively 
low, it may be desirable to limit the rectified voltage on node 
624 so that any voltage drop across the charge trattsfer 
circuit within the IPG is kept to a minimum necessary to 
achieve proper voltage regulation. or to provide a particular 
coustant 111ag11.i l11de of charge transfer current to efiic.iently 
ch.aJ1!:e the supercapacitor. Later.. as charge transfer pro
gresses attd the delivered voltage is raised to a higher 
voltage. the rectified voltage on node 624 may be .increased 
to maintain a desired voltage drop across such charge 
trattsfer circuitry ur to maintain the desired charge transfer 
current. When one uf the lPGs is fully charged and its 
receive coil (e.g .. 621) is de-tuned, the other IVG may still 
be tran.<;forring charge and its receive coil (e.g .. 631) still 
tuned for resonant energy transfer from the external charge 
system. The VBOOST voltage may then be adjusted to 

optimize the amount of energy transfer into the remaining 
IPG. 

The buck/boost circuit 741 is shown as being responsive 
to an ADJUST CTRL signal. which may be controlled 
within the external charge trattsfer system in response to 
detecting a decrease in energy transfer to one or more IPGs 
(e.g .. using the COIL CURRENT sig1ial described above). 

As noted above, FIG. 14B shows waveforms uf selected 
signals illustrating back telemetry operation in fhe embodi
ment shown in FIG. 14A. In particular. the bit-serial BACK 
TELEM TX DATA signal (node 725) is shown representing 
several bits of information to be communicated from the 

charge receiving system 720 to the external charge transfer 
system 700, along with the corresponding tuned ur de-trnted 
status of the receive coil 721. The peak current through the 
cliarge transfer coil 703 is higher corresponding to the 
de-tuned state of the receive coil 721. A voltage signal is 

genemted at the output 707 of the current sensor 706. which 
voltage signal corresponds to the instantaneous current 
through the charge transfer coil 703. This output signal 707 
is demodulated to produce the demodulated output signal on 
node 709. which is then filtered by battd-pass filter 711 to 
pruduce the BACK TELEM RX DATA signal on no<le 713. 

5~ by receiving back telemetry information from one or both 
IPGs regarding internal voltage levels, intental current lev
els, and/or internal temperatures, or by one or more tem
perature sensors within the external charge transfer system 
(e.g .. a sensor placed near each charge transfor coil). or by 

60 any o ther useful means. such as information from one or 
both IPGs conveyed using a Bluetuoth corutection to the 

external charge transfer system. This a<ljustability of the 
VBOOST voltage provides for adjustable control of the 
energy coupled to one or both of the charge receiving 

65 systems within the IPGs, even though both series-connected 
charge transfer coils 612. 613 are driven by a single driver 
circuit 743. However. it should be noted that changing ofthe 

http:extern.al
http:extent.al
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M. Headset Charge Transfer System 

FIG. 17 is a block diagram of an exemplary headset 781 
that includes an external charge transfor system for two 
head-located IPGs, such as two implantable pulse generator 

(JPG) devices. The headset includes an IPG Driver and 
Telemetry block 782 that drives two charge transfor coils 
783, 784. and which is powered by a battery voltage VBAT 
conveyed on node 785 by headset battery 788. and an 

amount of enef1zy that e<tn be coupled to ally of the JPGs will 
change the amount of energy transfor to all the IPGs. Thus. 

although not disclosed herein. the JPGs must operate such 
that charge delivered is govemed by the one of the JPGs that 
requires the must charge transfer. Each of the JPGs. for 
example, will send information back to the external charge 
delivery system in the fonn of a request to indicate an 
increased need for charge and the amount of charge transfor 
will be increased until the JPG requiri11g the most charge has 
that request satisfit:d. JU adjustable voltage VBOOST conveyed on nude 786. A 

buck/boost circuit 787 receives the VBAT voltage on node 
785 and generates tbe VBOOST voltnge onnode 786. Power 
trans for is provided by a Headset Battery Charger 789 which 

FIG. 16A is a block diagram of all exemplary systt::m 780 
which includes foedback excitation control of a resonant coil 
driver amplifier. Two charge roceiving. systems 620. 630 are 
shown. each disposed within a corresponding IPG. which 
are identical to those described in FIG. 11, alld 11eed 11ut be 15 
described here. A.n extemal charge transfer system 770 
disposed outside a dennis layer 602 includes series-con
nected charge transfor coils 773, 774. each of which corre
spo11ds to a respective one of receive coils 621. 631 of 
respectiw charge rt:eeiving systems 620, 630. While two 20 
such charge transfor coils 773. 774 are shown. one for each 
charge roceiving. system 620, 630. other embodiments may 
utilize one charge transfer coil or another number of charge 
transfer coils, depending upon the number of JPGs. 

Tite extental charge transfer system 770 includes a reso- 25 
nant driver 771 for driving the series-co1mected charge 
transfor coils 773, 774 with an AC signal. An aqjustable 
VBOOST voltage is conveyed 011 node 742 to provide a 
variable DC voltage for use by the driver 771 as all upper 
power supply node. 1be resonant driver 771 is responsive to 30 

a CTRL signal. such as described above. which may enable/ 
disable the driver 771 when appropriate (e.g .. aft.er charge 
transfer is complete within both IPGs). and may also convey 
Ji.xward telemetry information to one or both JPGs, both as 
described above. The extemal charge transfor system 770 3S 

also includes a coil current trigger circuit 772 for generating 
on node 776 a TRJGGER signal conveyed to the resonant 
driver 771 to provide a periodic "excitation" signal to 
periodically pump additional energy into the resonant driver 
771, which is helpful to maintain a high degree of efficiency 4ll 

of the resonant operation of the driver 771 in coucert with 
the series-connected charge transfer coils 773, 774 con
nected to the output node 775 of the reso11a11t driver 771. The 

coil current trigger circuit 772 preferably is configured to 
assert the TRJGGER signal when the instantaneous charge 4~ 
transfer coil current. during each resonant cycle, crosses a 
predetermined threshold that is proportional to the peak 
instantaneous charge tr--.msfer coil current. Jn other words, 
when the instantaneous charge transfor coil current crosses 
a value that is a predetennined percentage of the maximum 50 

current (e.g.., 60% of peak current), the TRIGGER signal is 
asserted to pump the additional ellergy into the resonant 
amplifier (i.e., driver 771 and tr.msmit coils 773, 774). 
Illustrative wavefonns of the instantaneous charge transfor 
coil current and the TRIGGER signal are shown in FIG. 5S 

16B. 

receives USB power from USB port 791. A VDD regulator 
790 also receives the VBAT voltage on node 785 and 
generates a VDD voltage (e.g., regulated to 3.0 volts) on 
node 794, which is generally used as a power supply volrage 
for certain circuitry within the headset. 

A microcontroller (MCU) 793 provides general co1tfigu

ratiun control alld intelligence for the headset 781. and 
communicates with the lPG Driver nnd TelemetJy block 782 
via a forward telemetry signal FWD TELEM and a back 
telemetry signal BACK TELEM via a pair uf data lines 796. 
Tite MCU 793 can also co1mmuticate with an external 
device (e.g., a smartphu11e or perounal digital assistant 
(PDA). a controller. a diagnostic tester. a programmer) that 
is corn1ected to the USB port 791 via a pair ofUSB data lines 
792. Tite MCU 793 is connected to an extental crystal 
resonant tank circuit 797 for providing an accurate timing 
source to coordinate its various circui try and data commu-
11ication interfaces. A Bluetooth interface 795 provides wire-
less interface capability to an external device, such as a 
smartphone or other host controller, and is corutected to the 

VDD voltage on node 794. The Bluetuoth interface 795 
conununicates with the MCU 793 using data/control signals 
798. In general, MCU 793 is utili:red to store configuration 
information in an on-chip Flash memory for both the overall 
headset and charge transfer system and also provide con
figuration infon11ation that can be transferred to one or more 
of the IPGs. The overall operation of the headset is that of 
a state machine, wherein the IPG driver/telemetry block 782 
alld the other surrounding circuitry, such as the buck/boost 
circuit 787 alld the headset battery charger 789, all function 

as state machines. typie<tlly implemented within an ASIC. 
Thus, when conununication information is roceived that 

requires the MCU 793 to transfer configuration infonnation 
to the IPG or. alternatively, to configure the headset state 

machine. the MCU 793 will be activated. Jn this embodi
ment a state machine is utilized for most functionality 
because it has a lower power operation. whereas an instmc

tion-based processor. such as the MCU 793, requires more 
power. It should be understood, however. that such a headset 
can utilize any type of processor. state machine or combi
natorial logic device. 

FIG. 18, which includes FIGS. ISA and l8B, is a sche-
matic diagram of an exemplary !PG driver and !PG telem

etry circuit, such as the f PG Driver and Telemetry block 782 
shown in FIG. 17. While these FIGS. 18A and 18B each 
represent a portion of the complete FJG. 18 and may be 

By genel"dting a feedback-controlled TRIGGER signal in 
this manner. high efficiency resonant operatio11 may be 
achieved even as the charge transfer coil current may vary. 
Such variation in charge tra115for coil current may result 
from changes in the VBOOST voltage, from changes in 
tr.=insfetted energy due to receive coil de-tuning within all 
associated charge receiviog system, from forward telemetry 
which modulates the charge transfor coil (i.e., " transmit 
coil") current. from variations in component parameters, and 
from changes in voltage. temperan1re, or other environmen

tal conditions. 

60 arranged next to each other (aligned at the dotted line on 
each figure) to view the entire FIG. 18, the portion shown on 

FIG. 18A may be generally referred to as the IPG driver 
circuit. even lhough certain portions of the JPG driver circuit 
is shown in FIG. 188 , and the portion shown on PIG. 188 

6S may be generally referred to as the IPG telemetry circuit, 
even though certain portions of the IPG telemetry circuit is 

shown in FIG. 18A. 
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Referring nuw to the complete FIG. 18. a portion uf a 

charge transfor system is depicted which includes a coil 

driver Hil for a pair of series-connected charge transfer coils 

151. 152. and a driver control circuit 162 for the coil driver 

161. TI1e coil driwr 161 together with the charge transfer 

coils 151. 152 may be viewed as a resonant amplifier circuit 
.163. The driwr control cin;uit 162 provides a control signal 

on node 114 that serves to tum off the coil driver 161 at 

times. and to periodically cause energy to be pumped into 

the resonant amplifier 163 at other times. as will he 

explained below. 

Tite coil driver 161 may be understood by lookini; first :.it 

excitation coil 144 and driver ti-.msistor 133. In resonant 
operation. the driver transistor 133 is periodically turned on. 

which drives the voltage of node 134 to ground (laheled 

130). Since the excitation coil 144 is connected between 
node 786, which conveys a VBOOST voltage. and node 134, 

which is now grounded by transistor 133, the VBOOST 

voltage is impressed across the excitation coil .144 and 

consequently a current flows through the excitation coil 144. 

which current stores energy in the excitation coil 144. The 
magnitude uf the VBOOST voltage may be varied (e.g., 
between 1.0 and 5.5 volts) to vary the amount of energy 
stored in the excitation coil 144 per cycle, to thus vary the 
amount of energy coupled to the receive coils (also referred 
to as "secondary coils"). Capacitor 145 provides local fil
terin~ for the VBOOST voltage conveyed un node 786. 
When the driver transistor 133 is then turned off, the energy 
in excitation coil 144 is "pumped" into the LC resonant 
circuit formed by parallel-com1ected capacitors 141. 142. 
l43 com1ected in series with the charge traosfer coils 151. 
.152. Resistor 153 represents the parasitic resistance of the 
charge transfer coils 151, 152 and thefr associated wiring. 
Illustrative waveforms are shown in FIGS. 19A. 198, and 
l 9C. In cenain embodiments. the resonant frequency is 
preterably on the order of 750 kHz. 

Three separate capacitors 141. 142, 143 are ust:d to 
distribute the peak current that would otherwise flow 
through the leads. solder joints. and strucn1re of a single 
capacitor, to instead achieve a lower peak current through 
each of capacitors 141. 142. 143. But in understanding the 
operation of this circuit, these three capacitors 141., 142. 143 

may be viewed as effectively providing a single resonant 
capacitor. When driver transistor 133 is turned on. it is 
desirable to drive node 134 to a voltage as close to ground 
as possible, to reduce losses that would othervvisc result 

from a large dr-ain-to-suurce current and a non-zero drain
to-source voltage across driver transistor 133. Consequently. 
the drain tennin.al of driver transistor 133 is connected by 
several distinct package pins to node 134. 

32 
As mentioned above, when driver transistor 133 is lltrnt:d 

on, it is desirable for node 134 to be driven to a voltage as 
close to ground as possible. To help achieve this. it may be 
likewise desirable to drive the gate terminal of driver 
transistor 133 to a vult:.ige higher than the battery voltage 

VBAT conveyed on node 785. To accomplish this. a local 
power circuit including diodes 127, 129. 136. 137. and 
capacitors 128, 138. may be utilized. 

During c ircu it starmp, the bu ffor circuit .125 operates with 
10 its "VCC voltage" (conveyed un local power node 126) 

essentially at the battery voltage VBAT, less a small diode 
drop through diode 129. The VBAT vol tage may be 3.5-4.0 
volts. which is sufficient to operate the buffer 125 to provide 
adequate output voltage levels on node 131 to sufficiently 

15 tum un/otf driver transistor .133 tu initiate and maintain 
resornrnt operation. In such resonant operation, driver tran
sistor .133 is preferably turned off al a partkular time in eacb 
resonant cycle to pump energy into the resonant circuit, as 
will be explained further below. Each time that the driver 

20 transistor 133 is lltrnt:d off'. the voltage on node 134 rises 
quickly as the current through excitation coil 144 continues 
10 flow inio node 134. '111.is rising voltage is coupled througb 
capacitor 138 onto node .139., through diode .136. and onto 

the local power node 126 for butler 125. TI1e magnitude of 
25 the positive-transition of the voltage on nude 134 results in 

a voltage on local power node 126 that may be as high as 8.0 

volts, wll.icb is bigber than the VBAT voltage, especially 
when operating in the lower range of banery voltage (e.g .. 
as the battery discharges). When the voltage of local power 

30 node 126 rises above the VBKr voltage, diode 129 prevents 
any back-current into ·the VBAr node 785. and Zener diode 
127 operates to liulit, for safety reasons. the maximum 
voltage developed on local power node 126. Capacitor l2S 
provides local filtering on the local power node 126 irre-

35 spective of whether the buffer 125 is powered by the banecy 
(th.rough diode 129) or by resonant operation of the coil 
driver circuit 161 (through diode 136). 

The driver control circuit 162 gene.rates on output node 
114 a driver control signal that controls when driver tran-

4ll sistor 133 is turned on/off In resonant operation, the driver 
control signal .114 is preferably a periodic signal that causes 
the driver transistor 133 to turn off at a predetem1ined time 
during e-ach resonant cycle, and to tum back on at a later 
time during each resonant cycle, to thereby cause energy to 

45 be pumped into the resonant runplifier 163 during each 
resonant cycle. In addition. at certain times the driver control 
signal 114 is prefer<1bly driven high to cause the driver 
transistor 133 to tum off and remain off for a time duration 
longer than a resonant cycle. which prevents energy from 

50 being pumped into the resonant amplifier. and thus allows 
the resonant amplifier operation to decay and eventually 

Driver transistor 133 is controlled by the output 131 of 
buffer 125. which is coupled to the gate of driwr transistor 
133 through resistor 132. TI1e buffer 125 is connected to 
operate as an inverting hufter since the non-invening input s~ 

IN (pin 4) is connected to VCC (pin 6 ). and the inverting 
input INB (pin 2) is utili.red as the buffer input that is 

curu1ected to node 114. which is the control signal generated 

cease. 
The driver control circuit .162 includes a Schmitt-trigger 

NAND gate 108 having ri local power supply node 112 (also 
labeled 4VF) wb.ich is coupled lo the battery voltage VBAT 
using a small noise-isolation resistor 120 and a local filter 
capacitor 113. An input circuit includes capacitor 107. diode 
110, and resistor 111 , which together generate a first input 
sign.al on node 109 (NAND input pin 2) responsive to a 
TRIGGER signal conveyed on node 106. A foedback circuit 
includes diode 122. resistors 118, 119, and capacitor 105. 

which together generate a second input signal on node 104 
(NAND input pin 1 ) responsive to the driver control signal 
generated on the output node 114. 

by driver control circuit 162. Thus. when node 114 is low. 
the output node 131 of buffer 125 is high, and driver 60 

transistor 133 is turnt:d on. The ourput node 131 is coupled 
to the gate of driver transistor 133 through resistor 132 to 
limit the peak current charging :md discharging the gate 
terminal of driver transistor 133, and to also provide (to
gether with the parasitic gate capacita11ce of driver transistor 6~ 

.133) an RC filter for the signal actually coupled to the gate 
terminal of driver transistor 133. 

To understand operation of the driver control circuit 162 
during normal operation of the resonant amplifier circuit 
163, assume that the TRIGGER signal 106 is high, both 
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inputs of NAND 108 (nodes 104. 109) are high. and the biasing ri:sistor 102. The operation described thus-far abow 
output of NAND 108 (driver control signal 114) is low. assumes that the FWDTELEM signal remains at gmund, 
Consequently. node 131 is high (due lo inverting butler 125) and thus transistor l 03 remains turned oft: If the 
and driver 1ransistor 133 is lumed on, driving node 1.34 lo FWDTELEM signal is driven high, NAND gate 108 input 
ground and causing current to flow from VBOOST (node node 104 is driven to ground, which cm1ses the NAND gate 
786) through the excitation coil 144 to ground. 108 output nod.: 114 to be driven high, inespective or the 

As will be explained in derail below, the TRIGGER signa l second NAND input node 109. Thls, of course, turns off 
on node 106 is then driven low. thus creating a foiling-edge driver transistor 133 for as long a time as FWDTELEM 
(i.e., negative transition) on the voltage of node 106. Capaci- remains high, and causes resonant operation of the resonant 
tor 107 couples this negative transition to node 109, which 10 amplifier circuit 163 to decay and eventually, if disabled for 
is coupled to a voltage below the lower inplll threshold of a long enough time, to ceasi: entirely. Then, whi:n the 
Schmitt NANO gate 108. N; a result, lbe output node 114 is FWDTELEM signal is driven back low and transistor 103 
driven high. node 131 is driven low, and transistor 133 is turns oft the driver control circuit 162 begins to self-
turned off. This happens almost immt:diately after the foiling oscillate. thus starting operation of the resonant amplifier 
edge of the TRIGGER signal 106. 15 ci~uit 163 and the eventual generation of the TRIGGER 

With the TRIGGER signal 106 still low, the resistor 111 signal 106 to more precisely control the liming of driver 
will charge node 109 until its voltage reaches the upper input 1ransis1or 133. Such resonant "lock-in" occurs fairly quickly, 
threshold of Schmitt NAND gate 108, at which time the usually in only 1-2 cycles. Jn some embodiments, the 
NAND gate 108 output node 114 is again driven back low, resonant frequency is approximately 750 kHz. and the 

nude 131 is driwn high. and transistor 133 is tuntt:d on. The 20 ·forward data rate is approximately 10 kI-lz (i.e., a 100 ~tS bit 
values of resistor 111 and capacitor 107 are chosen, in interval), and the time required for the resonant amplifier 
concert with the upper and lower inpu1 thresholds of the 163 to decay (when FWDTELEM is driven bjgb), and to 
Schmitt NAND gate 108, to determine the output high pulse re-start and lock-in resonant operation (when FWDTELEM 
width of output node 114. and thus determine the length of is driven low). is a small portion of an individual bit interval. 
time that transistor 133 is n1rne<l oJr. 25 A more detailed description of such forward data transmis-

Wheu the TRIGGER signal 106 is driven back high, this sion .. including receiving such transmined data in a charge 
positive 1ransition is coupled by capacitor 107 to oode 109. receiving system, follows below. 
but th t~ coupled charge is snubbed by diode 110 to prevent As described above, in nunual resonant operation the 
an excessive positive voltage that would otherwise be gen- negative transition of the TRIGGER sig.n.al 106 dekrmines 
erated al node 109. and instead maintain the voltage ofnode 30 when the driver transistor 133 is turned off during each 
109 al essenliolly the VBAr voltage. resonant cycle of the amplitier circuit 163. and the RC' input 

If there are 110 trat1sitions ofthe TRIGGER signal 106. the circuit on node 109 determines how long the driver transis-
voltage of nude 109 (NAND input pin 2) remains high. and tor 133 remains ulf. Preferably the drivi:r transistor 133 has 
the feedback circuit (diode 122, resistors 118, 119, and a 30% duty eye!.: (i.e .• turned off 3()1>/o of the time). In this 
capacitor J.05) causes the output node .U 4 to oscillate. This 35 implementation. feedback circuitry shown in FIG. 188 is 
occurs because the voltage of node 104 (NAND input pin 1) utilized that generally tracks !lie actual current through the 
slowly follows the vol1age of the output node 114 due to the charge transfor coils 151 , 153, and generates the negnlive-
RC circuit formt:d by the foedback resistors .118 . .119 (and going transition of the TRIGGER signal 106 at a time during 
diode 122) coupled between the output node 114 and input each resonant cycle when the increasing instantaneous 
node 104, and the capacitor 105 coupled to node 104 itself. 4il clmrge transfer coil current exceeds a prede1ermined per-
Diode 122 is included so that the parallel combination of centage of the peak cnrrent th.rough the charge traosfor coils 
resistors 118, 11 9 c~es node 104 after a positive-going 151, 152. Careful selection of the predetennined percentage 
outpt1t transition, while only resistor 119 disc.harBes node improves the dliciency of resonant amplifier operation and 
104 after a negative-going output transition. This asymmetry re::duces unwanted hanuonic components of the oscillation 
helps keep node 104 nominally very close to the VBAT level 45 :frequency. 
during normal resonant operation. to essentially disable the The generation of the TRIGGER signal 106 begins with 
"watchdog timer" aspect of this circuit as lung as periodic a current-to-voltage converter cin:uit 260 formed by th.: 
TRIGGER signals are received. series-connected ri:sistun; 203, 204 and capacitor 206 

The component values of resistors 118. ll9 and capacitor coupled between the HV node 140 (the same node driving 
105 are preforably chosen so that the self·oscillation tre- 50 the series-com1ected charge transfor coils 151. 152) and 
quency of node ll4 is much lower than the resonant fre- ground 130. Resistor 205 is a biasing resistor. With proper 
quency of operation (and likewise the expected frequency of seli:ction of component values, the instantaneous voltage 

the TRIGGER signal 106 during resonant operation, as will ~enerated at node 202 will be proportional to the instanta-
be explained in greater detoil below). In some embodiments neous current through the charge transfer coils 151, 152. 
the self-oscillation frequency is approximately 3-4 times 55 Such may be achieved by proper selection of the resistor and 
lower th.an the resonant frequi:ncy. TI1is self-oscillation capacitor values in the cutTi:nt-to-vultage convi:rti:r circuit 
provides a suitable periodic conduction path tluough driver 260 to achieve the same time constant as the inductor and 
transistor 133 to initiate operation of th.: resonant amplifier par.:isitic resistor values in the charge trnnsfer coils. Specifi-
163 until the TRIGGER signal 106 is generated per cycle, cally, the values are preferably chosen so that R/C'=UR. 
which provides for more eflicien1 opera1ion and greater 60 Reforencing the actual components, this relationship is then 
spectral purity ufthe resonant amplifier circuit 163. Resis- (R203+R20.JIC206=(L151+L152YRp153 (e.~.. where R203 

tors 116 and resistor 117 fonu a voltage divider to generate means th.: value of resistor 203). If this relationship is 
on node 115 an IPG_CHRG_FREQ signal retlec1ive of the followed, the instantaneous voltage at node 202 is an AC' 
actual charger frequency. voltage that is proportional to (i.e .. corresponds to) the 

A forward telemetry data signal FWDTELEM conveyed 65 instantaneous AC current through the charge transfer coils 
on node 101 is cuuplt:d to the gal.: tenuinal of NMOS 151, 152. Normally. this AC voltage on node 202 would be 
tr..insistor 103, 'Which terminal is couplt:d tu g,round 130 by symmetric and centered around the ground voltage, as 
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sho\\-n in FIG. 19A. but in this embodiment th1: AC voltage 
on node 202 is offset to a non-negative voltage range by a 
ground restore cirn1it 261. 

The ground restore circuit 261 includes an amplifier 207 
having a local power supply node 201 (also labeled 4VH) 
which is coupled to the battery voltage VBAT (conveyed on 
node 785) using a small noise-isolation resistor 209 and a 
local filter capacitor 208. The amplifier 207 non-inverting 
input (pin 3) is coupled to ground, and the inverting illpltt 

(pin 2) is coupled to node 202. A feedbac.:k circuit includes 10 

capacitor 210. resistor 211. and diode 212. Jn operation. this 
ground restore circuit 26.1 translates the AC voltage signal 
on node 202 to a 11on-negative voltage signal of the same 
magni111de, whose peak low voltage is ground, and whose 
peak high voltage is twice that otherwise generated on node 15 
202 in the absence of the ground restore circuit 261. This 
resulting waveform for node 202 is show11 in FlCi. 19A. The 
peak voltage at node 202 may be 2-3 V. 

Tite signal on node 202 is coupled to a demodulator 
circuit 262 that includes amplifier 213. diodt: 215, resistors ~u 

217. 219, and capacitors 218. 220. Node 202 is coupled to 
the non-inverting input (pi11 5) of amplifier 213. The invert
ing input (pin 6) of amplifier 213 is couplt:d to th1: output 
node 214 to achieve operation as a voltage follow1:r. Diode 

215 and capacitor 218 generate 011 node 216 a voltage 25 
corresponding to the peuk voltage driven onto node 214 by 
nrnplifier 213 (less a small vo.ltage drop tbrougb diode 215). 
and bleeder resistor 217 reduces the voltage on node 216 if 
the peak voltage on node 214 assmnes a lower value 
corresponding to n decrease in tbe current through the charge 30 

transfer coils 151. 152. Such a sin1ation will be more fully 
described below in the context of back telemeny. Lastly, the 
peak voltage on node 216 is RC-filtered by resistor 219 and 
capacitor 220 to generate on node 257 a signal having less 
ripple than the signal on node 216. Tills signal on node 257 35 

is then buffered by the butler 263 wbkh includes an ampli
fier 221 (also configured as a voltage follower) to generate 
on node 222 a more robust signal representinJ:!. the magni
n1de of the peak current through the charge tm11sfer coils 
151. 152. Resistors 230. 23.3 and filter capacitor 231 gen- 4ll 

erate a TELEM_CURRENT signal on node 232 having a 
scaled magnin1de relative to the peak dta~e transfer coil 
current represented by nodt: 222. In this implementation, 
with preferred values of the resistors 2.lO, 233 values, the 
TELEM_ClJRRENT signal bas a magnitude that is one-balJ 4~ 
the magnitude of the peak charge tran.-;for coil current. 

Compar<1tor 228 is configured to 1:ss1:ntially "compare" 

th1: i11sta11ta11eous charge transfer coil current against a 
percentage of the peak charge transfor coil current, and 
generate the falling-edge on the TRIGGER signal 106 50 

during euch cycle of resonant ope.ration when the rising edge 
of the instantaneous charge transfer coil current rises above 

a predeten11i11ed percentage of the pe-Jk charge transfer coil 
current. 

The voltage signal on node 202 corresponds to the i11<>tan- 55 

taneous charge transfer coil current. which is coupled 
through resistor 227 to the inverting input of comparator 
228. Tite pe-ak dtarge trn11sfer coil current sigital on node 
222 is divided by a resistor divider formed by resistors 225. 
223 to generate ou node 226 a reference signal representing 60 

a predetem1ined percentage of the peak charge transfer coil 
current. Capacitor 224 provides local fi ltering to stabilize 
this signal on node 226, which is coupled to the non
i_nveri ing input of comparator 228. When the inverting input 
of comparator 228 rises above the non-inverting input. the 65 

outplll signal TRIGGER on node 106 is driven low, as is 

depicted in FIG. 19A. 
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The "pt:ak chargt: transfor coil curr1:11t" signal on nodt: 222 

varies as one or more secondary coils is de-tuned. such as 
would occur to indicate that charging is complete (if such 
de-nming occurs continuously) or to communicate back 
tdemetry data from one of the lPGs (if such de-tuning is 
perfonned corresponding to a bit-serial data stream). 1111: 
TELEM_CURREITT signal on node 2.32 is preferably con
figured lo correspond to slowly cha.oging values of the peak 
charge transfer coil current, while the remaining circuitry ro 

the right of amplifier 221 is utilized to detect more frequent 
(i.e., high1:r frequency) changes in the chargt: tr<1nsfer c.:oil 
curreni, as would occur during back telemetry of data from 
one of Ille lPGs. 

The buffer 263 output sig1tal on nodt: 222 is AC-coupled 
through capacitor 234 to node 246, which is nominally 
biased by resistors 2.35. 236 at one-half the 4VH voltage on 
node 201. which essentially is the VBAT voltage on node 
785. 111us. node 246 has a nominal DC bias equal to 
VBAT/2, upon which is superimposed an AC sig1tal corre

sponding to changes in th1: magnitude of the peak charge 
transforcoil current. Th.is node 246 is coupled lo an input of 
a band-pass filter/arnpli ller 264. which includes an. amplifier 
237. resistors 239, 241 and capacitors 240, 248. Specific.:ally, 
node 246 is coupled to the non-inverting input of amplifier 
237. Ft:edback resistor 239 and capacitor 240 are each 
coupled betweet1 the oulpul node 238 of amplifier 237 and 
the inverting input node 247 of amplifier 237. 

The band-pass filter/amplifier 264 generates on its output 

node 238 an aitalog signal representing received data. This 
analog data signal is coupled through resistor 242 to g.en
erale an analog "back telemetry" signal BKTELEM_ANA. 
The band-pass filter/amplifier 264 also generates on node 
245 a refer1:nce signal corresponding generally to the mid
point of the transitions of the analog data signal on node 238, 

which is the same bias level (e.g .• VBAT/2) as node 24<1. 

This signal is coupled through resistor 256 to generate a 
reforence "back telemetry" signal BKTELEM_REF. Both 
the BKTELEM_ANA and BKTELEM_REF signals may bt: 

conveyed to contrul circuitry tnot shown) and may bt: used 
as diagnostic test points. 

The g;iin of the band-pass filter/amplifier 264 is deter
mined by the valu1: of resistor 239 divided by the valu1: of 
resistor 241. In certain preferred implementations, the g~in 
may be equal to 10. Tite value of capacitor 240 is selected 
to provide the desired high frequency rollott: and the value 
of capacitor 248 is selected to provide the desired low 
fn:quency rolloff. 

The a1talog data signal on nodt: 238 and the analog 
reforence signal on node 245 are coupled to a comparator 
circuit 265 to generate on its output 11ode 250 a digitnl signal 
representing !he back telemetry data signal. The compamtor 
circuit 265 includes a comparator 249 having a local (4VG) 
power supply 11ode 254 which is coupled to the battery 
voltage VBAT (conveyed on node 785) using a small 
noise-isolation resistor 253 and a local filter capacitor 255. 
In this implementation, the comparator circuit 265 is pref
erably configurt:d to provide a voltage gain of27, which is 

determined by the input resistor 243 connected b1:twee11 
node 238 (i.e .. the output node of the band-pass filter/ 
amplifier circuit 264) and the non-inverting. input node 244 
of comparator 249, and the feedback resistor 252 corutected 

between tht: output node 250 of comparator 249 and the 
non-inverting input node 244 of comparator 249. 111e volt
age of this non-inverting input node 244 is compared to the 
data reforence voltage coupled to the inverting input node 
245 of compar<1tor 249 to generate on output node 250 the 
<.ligital signal repr1:s1:nting the back tel1:mt:try data signal. 
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This digital signal is coupled through resistor 258 to gen
erate on node 251 a digital back telemetry data signal 

BKTELEM_DIG. 

FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary headset 
buck/boost circuit, such as the buck/boost circuit 787 shown 

in FIG. 17. In this embodiment, the buck/boost cil~uit 

utilizes a commercially available high eJfo.:iency singlt:
inductor buck-boost converter circuit 369, such as the 

TPS36020 from Texas Instmments. Inc. The VBAT voltage 

conveyed on node 785 is coupled to an input filter circuit 
that includes capacitor 351, ferrite bead 352, and capacitors 

354. 355, whose output on node 353 is coupled to a pair of 

voltage input pins VINl. VIN2 of the converter circuit 369. 
A single inductor 371 is coupled between a first pair of 

connection pins LI. L2 (node 370) and a second pair of 

connection pins L3, L4 (node 372 ). The oulput of converter 
circuit 369 is provided 011 a pair output pins VOUTl, 

VOUT2, which are coupled via node 367 to an output filter 

circuit that includes capacitors 374, 375. 376 mid ferrite 
bead 380, 10 provide the VBOOST voltage on node 786. A 

precision resistor divider 377. 378 provides a monitoring 

voltage BOOST_MON on node 379. 

A boost enablt: input signal BOOST EN is coupled via 
node 359 to atl enable input EN of the converter circuit 369, 

and also coupled to an RC-filter circuit formed by resistor 

357 and capacitor 356. whose output o.n node 358 is coupled 

to a VINA pin (supply voltage for the control stage) and 
SYNC pin (enable/disable power save mode; clock signal 

for synchronization) of the converter circuit 369. TI1e con

verter output voltage 011 node 366 is coupled to a voltage 

divider circuit that includes resistors 373, 365 to generate on 

node 366 a feedback voltage which is coupled to the FB 

input of the converter circuit 369. A boost PC input signal 
BOOST_PC is coupled via node 360 to a voltage divider 

adjustment circuit that includes resistors 361. 363 and 
capacitor 364. each coupled to node 362, and whose output 

is coupled to node 366. In this manner the BOOST_PC 

signal can essentially alter !he voltage divider ratio to aqjust 

the output voltage of the converter 369 and thus alter the 
VBOOST voltage. 
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151, 152. The resonant oscillation frequency in this exem

plary embodiment corresponds to an oscillation period of 

about 1.33 microseconds. 
FIG. 19C' generally illustrates wavefonns related to for

ward telemetry operation. TI1e upper waveform illustmtes 
the FWDTELBM signal on node 101 conveying a serial bit 
stream data signal conveying several bits of information, 
with each b.it inlerval, for tills exemplary embodiment. being 
about 100 microseconds long. When the FWDTELEM sig· 

10 nal is driven high at tr.:msition 322, the NAND 108 input l 
(node 104) is driven to ground, as shown in the second 
waveform. to disable the charge transfer coil driver 161. As 
a result, the previously oscillating signal on the gate node 
131 of transistor 133 is likewise driven to g,round, as shown 

15 in the third wavefon11, which disables tht: resonant amplifier 

163 and causes the cha~e transfer coil 151, 152 current to 
decay and eventually cease, as shown in the fourth wave
form. The fifth and sixth waveforms are described below in 
detail with regard to FIG. 22A, attd illustrak the current in 

20 the receive coil 402 likewise decays and ceases, resulting in 
a corresponding signal on !he negative peak detector output 
node 410. and a resull ing falling transition 323 on the FWD 
TELEM RX DATA signal on node 419. A.n additional 
logical inversion of this signal may be easily accomplished 

25 to generate a data signal having the same polarity as the 
FWDTELEM signal. 

When the FWDTELEM signal is driven low at transition 
324. the NAND 108 input 1 (nude 104) cha~es back to a 
high level, which allows the driver control 162 to again 

30 oscillate, initially controlled by its own feedback "watchdog 
timer" operation. and later under control of the TRIGGER 
signal. As a result, the gate node 131 of transistor 133 again 
t:xhibits an oscillating signal causing transistor 133 to peri
odically "pump" the resonant amplifier 163, and the cha~t: 

35 tr<msfer coil .151. 152 once again oscillates. as shown in the 
fourth wavefonn. As described below in detail with regard 
to FIG. 22A. the current in the receive coil 402 is induced 
because of the charge tmnsfer coil current. resulting, in a 
corrt:sponding signal on the neg,ative peak detector output 

4ll node 410. and a resulting rising transition 325 on the FWD 
TELEM RX DATA signal on node 419. 

As noted above. FIGS. 19A, 198. and 19C illustr.:ite 
voltage wavefonns of selected signals depictt:d in the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 18, and also several signals 4~ 
depicte<l in FIG. 23A. FIG. 19A generally illustrates wave. 
forms related to sensing the charge transfer coil current and 
gener.:iting the TRIGGER signal accordingly. The various 
waveforms show the charge transfer coil current. the I-to-V 
Converter 260 output signal on .node 202 without the effect 50 

of the ground res tore circuit 261. the I-to-V Converter 260 
output signal on node 202 with the effect of the ground 

restore circuit 261. the demodulator node 257. the reforence 
node 226 (shown having a value equal to 60% of the peak 
voltage on node 257), m1d the resulting TRIGGER siipial on 55 

node 106. The left half of the figure corresponds to a lower 

magnit1.1de of char<e;e transfer coil current and the right half 

N. Implantable Pulst: Genemtor 

FIG. 21 is a block diagram of an exemplary body· 
implantable active device 400, such as an implantable pulse 
generator (lPG) device. A receive coil 402 (also referred to 
as a secondary coil 402) is connected to a RECT1FlER block 
401 that generates a PWRIN signal on node 408 and an 
RFIN signal on node 414. Both the PWRIN signal on node 
408 and the RFIN signal on node 414 are com1ected to a 
TELEMETRY/DE-TUNE block451 th.at receives a forward 
telemetry signal on the RFIN nodt: 414. and which intemcts 
with the PWRIN node 408 to de-tune the receive coil 402 to 
thereby communicate hack telemetry information and/or 
disable farther ent:rgy transfer to tht: receive coil 402. TI1e 
PWRIN node 408 is also connected to a POWER/CHARGE 

TRANSFER block 453 that is responsible for gener.:iting one 
or more internal voltages for circuitry of the body-implant
able device 400, and for transforring charge to a superca
pacitor 532 and for providing, charge to the dectrode of one 
or more electrodes 533. 

of the figure corresponds to a higher magnitude of charge 
transfer coil current. 

FIG. 19B generally illustrates waveforms related to the 60 

driver control 162 and the resonant amplifier 163. Shown are 
the TRIGGER signal 011 nodt: 106. the resulting waveform 
on NAND 108 input 2 (node 109). the NAND 108 input 1 
(node 104), the resulting waveforms on the NAND 108 
output node 114. and the bufter 125 output node 131, the 65 

resulting voltage on the drain terminal of trat1sistor 133 
(node 134), and the current through the cho~e tr.:im;fer coils 

A microcontroller (MCU) 457 provides overall configu
ration and communication fimction.ality and colllimmicates 
forward and back telemetry information via a pair of data 
lines 419, 425 coupled to the TELEMETRY block 451. Data 
line 419 conveys a forward telt:mt:try RX signal, and data 
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line 425 conveys a back tdemetry TX sil!n:il. Tite MCU 457 
receives infonnation from and provides configuration infor
mation to/from the POWER/CHARGE TRANSFER block 
453 via control signals PWR CTRL conveyed on control 
lines 452. A programmable electrode control and driwr 
block 454 (DRIVERS 454) g1::ner<1tes electrical stimul:.ition 
signals on each of a group of individual electrodes 455. An 
adjustable vo.ltage genenitor circuit BOOST 458. which is 
coupled via signals VSUT'PLY (node 430), SW (node433), 

and VBOOST DRY (node 438) to components 1::xten1al to 10 

the ASIC 450 (including capacitor 431, inductor 432, and 
rectifier block 437) provides a power supply voltage VSTIM 
to the DRIVERS block 454. 

Tite MCU 457 provides configuration infonnation to the 

DRIVERS block 454 via cuttfiguratiun si!9"lls CONFIGU- 15 

RATION DATA conveyed on configuration lines 456. In 
some embodiments. the POWER/CHARGE TRANSFER 
block 453, the TELEMETRY block 451, the BOOST circuit 
458, and the DRIVERS block 454 are all implemented in a 

single application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 450, 2u 

although such is not required. In the overall operation. the 
ASIC 450 fonctions as a state machine that operates inde
pendently of the MCU 457. The MCU 457 includes Flash 

memory for storing configuration data from the external 
control systt:m (not shown) to allow a user to download 25 

configuration data to the MCU 457. The MCU 457 then 
transfers this conliguration data to ASIC 450 in order to 
configure the statt: machine therein. In this 1mll1.ttt:r, the 
MCU 457 does not have to operate to generate the driving 
signals on the electrodes 455. This reduces the power 30 

requirements. Other embodiments may implement these 
three functional blocks using a combination of multiple 
ASIC's, o:ff-the-shelf integrated cin:uits, and discrt:te com

po11ents. 
Charge transfor is monitored by the ASIC 450 and 3~ 

adjusted to provide the most efficient charge transfer con
di tions and limjt mwecessary power dissiparjon to provide a 
constant current to the supercapacitor 532 and electrodes 
533. Preferable conditions for charging the supercapacitor 
include a charging voltage of approximately 4.5 V for most 40 

efficient energy transfer (with a minimum charge voltage of 
about 4.0 V). Also. it is particularly desirable to maintain a 
constant charge rransfor current into the supercapacitor in a 
charging charge transfer operation during the entire charge 
transfor time, even as the battery voltage increases as it 45 

charges. Preforably this constant charge transfer current is 
about C/2, which means a charging current that is one-half 

tht: valut: of the theoretical current draw under which the 
supercapacitor would deliver its nominal rated capacity in 
one hour. To accomplish this. a variety of sensors and 50 

monitors (not shown) may he included within the body
implantable device 400 to measure power levels, voltages 
(including the battery voltage itsell), charge transfer current, 
and one or more iJ1ternal temperatures. 

As a further description of the overall operation of the 5~ 

IPG, the general operation is that of a state m.achint: utilizing 
tht: ASIC 450. In general, the MCU 457 is utilized as :.in 

instruction based processor for communication and configu
ration operations. The state machine 450 is more efficient in 
carrying out a simple repetitive program. once configured 60 

and initiated. Thus, in operation, the state machine or ASIC 
450 is nonnally running the stimulation program and con
trolJing the current to the lead 535 and the various electronic 
cmu1ectio11s 455. During the operation of the state machine. 
however. there are certnin rimes when in.formation has to be 6~ 

trJnsmitted back to the headst:t in order to change. for 
example, the transmittal power levd. As noted ht:reinabove, 
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it is impurtant to minimize the amount of power that is 
transmitted acmss the dermis to the coil 402 in order to 
minimize heating. Thus, it is important to keep the voltage 
level on the node 408 as low as possible while maintaining 
the system in constant current regulation. Currt:nt re!!ulatio11 
is monitored and, when the system goes out of current 
regulation due to the input voltage 408 falling. a request is 
sent back to the heads.et to increase the power transferred. 
Titis requires the state machine 450 to wake up the MCU 
457 to e11ect the communication. Once current regulation is 
achieved, it is then not necessary to have the MCU operating 
and it wiU be placed into a "sleep" mode of operation. 
Whenever configuration information is required to be sent to 
the IPG from the headset. the headset tht:n sends a request 
to the IPG, which wakes up the MCU 457. Tite MCU 457 
then services this request and downloads conliguration 
information to the intern.al Flash memory, a nonvolatile 
memory. The configuration is stored in the MCU 457 and 
then the MCU 457 uploads the configuration data to the 
ASIC .450. Thus, the MCU 457 is basically utilized for the 
conununication operation with the headset and also as a 
repository for configuration informatio.n for the ASIC 450 

Referring now to FIG. 22A, there is illustrated a five block 
diagram of the IPG. As noted hereinabove, there is provided 
overall state machine 460 tu control the operation of the 
system lo control drivers to provide a cousta.nt current level 
10 electrodes on a.uy one of multiple leods 535 or 536. The 
driver 454 is provided current through a currt:nt controlled 
regulator 459. The power level is adjusted via communica
tion with the headset to adjust the power transforred to the 
coil 402 vary the voltage out of the ra:tifier hlock 401. 111is 
current controlled regulator 459 is controlled to both charge 
and maintain chaxge on the supercapacitor 532 and also 
provide current to the driver 454. Once the supercapacitor 
532 is charged, and the current required by the driver 454 is 
more than can be provided by the supercapacitor 532, the 
driver 454 receives all of the power from the headset across 
the coil 402. As long as the voltage level on the node 408 is 

at a sufficient level to maintain current rt:gulation in tht: 
regulator 459, current can be provided at the appmpriate 
regulated level. However, if the voltage level increases at 
node 408, heat will be dissipated in the regulator 459 
unnecessarily. Therefore, communication is maintained with 

the headset to minimize the amount of power transferred to 
lower the voltage on node 408 10 a point that is high enough 
to maintain current regulation but no higher. Thus. when the 
voltage required to drive the coil on the headset side is 
lowered, the regulator 459 fa lls out of regulation, at which 
time, the request will be sent back to the headset to increase 
the pmver in order to just maintain the .necessary voltage ou 
oode 408 to maiutnin current regulation for a particular 
neurostimulation program being nm. 

Referring now to FIG. 22B. there is illustrated a flowchart 
depicting the overall operation of rurn1ing a program. which 
is initiated ar a Start block 802. The program then flows to 
a decision block 804 to determine if a program has been 
initiated 011 the IPG tu provide stimulation to the individual. 
If so, this will then require the electrodes tu be driven with 
a constant current. Until a program is initiated, the process 
goes to hlock 806, where the amount of power required to 
maintain the IPG in a low power mode is minim.al. Titis can 

be facilitated by maintaining the supen.:apacitor 532 in :.i 
charge configuration. 111e supercapacitor 532 is a type of 
capacitor that functions as a battery in that it will maintain 
a small, charge their own for short duration of time. W11en 
the system is initially turned 011, there will be 110 power to 
the unit anti the supt:rcapadtor 532 must be charged from :.i 
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z1:ro value. Thus, the system is placed into an initial Power 
Up mode of operation to power on the MCU 457 and the 
ASIC 450, at which time the current is limited to the 
supercapacitor 532. Once power is at a sufficient level to 
power the MCU 457, charge will be delivered to the 
supercapacitor 532, but this will be delivered at a maximum 
current level to ensure that the amount of charge transfer 
crossed the dennis to the coil 402 is minimize to reduce 
heating. Once the supercapacitor 532 is charged, then the 
system will go into a normal operating mode and, if there is iu 

no stimulation program that is required to be nm at that time. 
MCU 457 wjJJ put into a sleep mode and the coil 402 
detuned to eliminate power transfer thereto, such that all 
power provided in the sleep mode is provided by the 

supercapacitor 53 2. As the ch~e falls 011 the supercapacitor 15 

532, the coil 402 will be tuned to allow power to be 
transferred to the IPG from the headset. This will maintain 
the supercapacitor 532 in a charged state. ln the event that 
the headset is removed, and n1ni11g of the coil 402 in order 
to allow charge to bt: tra11sferred results i11 110 charge being 20 

transferred, this indicates a possible powerdown mode. All 
compliments we placed in their lowest power mode to 
ensure that the supen:apacitor 532 can maintain the lPG i11 
a low power sleep mode for as long as possible. Since all 
configuration data for the ASIC 450 is stored i11 the MCU 25 

457, it is not necessary to modily tbe configuration data. as 
it can always be uploaded back to the ASIC 450 in the power 
of mode. Tite supercapacitor 532 is provided to allow the 
IPG to be mai11tai11ed i11 a low power mode for a short 
duration of time. If. for ex.ample, the 1PG were in the middle 30 

of a stimulation program, delivering current to the elec
trodes, and the headset were removed. then the ASIC 450 
would termi11ate the program to prevent additional current 
from being draw11 from the supercapacitor 532. 

Once the program is initiated, the program will flow to a 3~ 

function block 808. Th.is will result in constant current being 
delivered to the select ele<:trodes on the lead 535 by the 
drivers 454 in accordance with the stimulation program. The 
stimulation program could activate certain electrodes 011 the 
lead, define certain electrodes as cathodes or anodes or 4ll 

isolate certain electrodes and also define the amount of 
current that is the being delivered to a particular electrode, 
th1: waveform that is been being delivered thereto, etc. The 
program then flows to a decision block 810 in order to 
determine if the current is at a defined current threshold. If 45 

the current is below current threshold, i.e., the amount of 
power being delivered necessary to maintain current regu
lation, ASIC will recogll.ize that the current regulator has 
fallen out of regulation and move to function block 814. 
where the MCU 457 will a.fleet a transmit of a request to 50 

raise the power at the headset in order to increase power 
transfer to the coil 402. It may be that other IPGs have sent 
a request to lower power. but each IPG will independently 
rt.•quest a higher power to maintain current regulation for its 
drivers. If. however, the current is not below the threshold. 55 

th1: process moves to block 812, where the MCU 457 will 

transmit a request to the headset to lower the headset power 
and power transfer. In some embodiments, function block 
812 is optional, and the headset may, on its own. lower the 

power it: after a certain period of time. none of the lPGs 60 

have r~uested increased power. TI1e headset will lower the 
power only if there is no request to increase power from 
other lPGs. This. of course, may result in a higher power 
than is necessary for the input of the current regulator at the 
requesting. IPG. but it is only important that the IPG requir- 65 

ing the most power transfer be serviced by the headset and 

tht: power tr.msfer maximized for that IPG. As soon as an 
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lPG goes into a sleep mode, it will no longer send r~uests 
for power level increases or de<:reases and the headset will 
recognize thls and periodically decrease the power. If the 
power goes too low for a particular IPG. then that IPG will 
indicate to the headset that the pow1:r needs to be increased 

at the headset and the power transfer increased. Once current 
regulation is established, the program flows to a de<:ision 
block 816 to detennine if the neurostimulation program at 
the lPG has bee11 ten11i11ated. If so, the program flows to a 
Retunt block 818 a11d, if 11ot. the program flows along a "N'' 
block back to the input of the function block 808. 

FIG. 23A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary REC

TIFIER block401 and TELEMETRY/DE-TUNE block451. 
both such as those shown in FlG. 21. Tite 1:xemplary 

RECTIFIER block 401 includes a reso11ant half-wave rec
tifier circuit 421 and a half-wave data rectifier circuit 422. 
The resonant half-wave rectifier circuit 421 may be viewed 
as an "energy receiving circuit" and the half-wave data 
rectifier cin:uit 422 may be viewed as a "data receiving 
circuit." 1111: exemplary TELEMETRY/DE-TUNE block 
451 includes a current mirror circuit 420, and a de-tuning 
transistor 424. 

The circuitry depicted i11 FlG. 23A may be viewed as a 
portion of a charge recdving system which includes a 
secondary coil 402, an energy receiving circuit (421 ), and a 
data receiving circuit (422). Tbe resonant rectifier circuit 
421 includes diode 405, capacitor 404, and capacitor 407, 
which. together with the secondary coil 402, operates as a 

resonant half-wave rectifier circuit. When the seco11dary coil 
402 is disposed in proximity to its associated charge transfor 
coil, such as one of the charge transfor coils 151. 152 (see 
FIG. 18), during. a time when the resonant amplifier 163 is 
operating. the charge transfer coil and the secondary coil 
may be inductively coupled and may have, with carefitl 
design of the coils and reasonably close physicfll proximity, 
a Q that approaches 100. Consequently. the resonant amp]j
fier circuit 163 and the resonant rectifier circuit 421 will 
operate as a resonant Class E DC-to-DC voltage converter. 
During such operation. energy is coupled to the seco11dary 
coil 402 due to magnetic induction. 

This induced energy in secondary coil 402 is manifoste<l 
as a si11usoidal voltage on node 403 that traverses above a11d 
below the grorntd refere11ce level on node 440. This AC 

voltage on node 403 is half-wave rectified to provide a OC 
voltage on node 408 that may be used to provide power to 
both operate and/or charge the supercapacitor (if present) 
within the IPG. Specifically, because a single diode 405 is 
used in this circuit. and due to the polarity of this diode, only 
the positive voltage transitions on node 403 are rec tified, 
thus creating. a positive DC voltage on node 408. A zener 

diode 406 is coupled between node 408 and ground to 
prevent an excessive positive voltage from being generated 
at 11od1: 408. 

The above description of the resonant rectifier circuit 421 
and its half-wave rectifier circuit operation has assumed that 
transistor 424 remains off. Tit.is ensures that the Q of the 
combi11ed primary charge transfer coil 151 and the second
ary coil 402 remains high, a11d e11ergy is efficiently tr-ans
forre<l. However. if transistor 424 is turned on (when the 
DE-TIJNE/BACK TX DATA signal on node 425 is high), 
the secondary coil 402 is "de-nmed" which sig.it.ificantly 

reduces the Q of the resona11t circuit, a11d thereby reduces 
charge transfor and thus reduces coupled power into the 
secondary coil 402. This may be useful at times to reduce 
power, such as when the supercapacitor has been fully 
charged or when 110 charge delivery is required. It is also 

useful to tum 011 transistor 424 tu communicate back telem-
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etry information to the charge tr<1nsfer system. Analogous 

back telemetry operation is described above in reforence to 

FIGS. 14A and 18. and corresponding waveforms are shown 

in FIGS. 14B and 19A. 

Tite data recdving circuit 422 includes diode 409. capaci
tor 411, und resistor 412. which together may be viewed as 

a negative half~wave rectifier circuit or negative peak

detector circuit. lrrespective of whether the de-tune transis-

tor 424 is active. the generated voltage on node 410 corre

sponds tu the peak n~ative voltage ufthe sinusoidal voltage 10 

sign.al on node 403. lfthe peak negative voltage increases in 

magnitude (i.e., becomes more negative) over multiple 

cycles, the diode 409 will quickly drive node 410 to a 

correspondingly mote negative voltage. and capacitor 411 
serves to maintain this voltage. Cunver.;ely. if the peak 15 

negative voltage decreases in magnhude (i.e .• becomes Jess 

negative) over multiple cycles. the resistor 412 will drive 

node 410 to a correspondingly less negative voltage. The 
value of resistor 412 and capacitor 411 may be chosen to 

provide a response time that is consistent v.ith forward 20 

telemetry data rates. Exemplary forward telemetry data rates 

may be on the order of l 0 kHz. 
Tite data receiving circuit 422 together with the current 

mirror circuit 420 g,enerates on node 419 a signal FWD 
TELEM RX DATA reflecting the forward telemetry received 25 

data. The current mirror 420 is powered by a \DD voltage 

conveyed on node 417. and generates a reference current 

through resistor 413 and P-charutel transistor 415. which is 
mirrored by P-cha.nnel transistor 416 to generate a current 

through resistor 418 which generates a corresponding volt- 30 

age signal on node 419. Depending upon the current gain of 

the current mirror 420, node 419 may be either driven 

virtually all the way to the VDD voltage (less a Yoss.ff 

voltage of transistor 416), or may be pulled by resistor 418 

well toward ground, to generate a "quasi-d igital" forward 3~ 

telemetry receive data signal. Additional digital regeneration 

circuitry (e.g., within the ASIC, and uot shown) may be 

employed to create a truly digital data sigJtal. 
FIG. 23B generally illustrates voltage waveforms of 

sele("ted signals depicted in the embodiment shown in FlG. 4ll 

23A. In particular. waveforms are shown for the induced 
voltage at node 403 (one end of the receive coil 402), the 

DE-TUNE gate signal on node 425. the PWRIN signal on 
node 408, the negative peak ddector signal 011 node 410, and 

the current mirror output node 419. The left portion 471 45 

corresponds to the receive coil 402 being. " ti.med" to transfer 
charge, the right portion 472 corresponds to the receive coil 

402 being "de-tuned" to inhibit charge transfer, in response 

to the transition 473 of tbe DE-TUNE gale signal to a high 
level. as shown in the second waveform. This bjgb voltage 50 

level n1ms on transistor 424. wlrich grounds node PWRIN. 
as shown in the third wavefom1, and likewise "clamps" the 

voltage on node 403 to a small positive voltage 474 due to 

diode 405, while not affecli11g the negative induced voltage 

475 on node 403, and similarly without affecting the nega- 5~ 

tive peak detector voltage on nude 410 and the voltage on 

current mirror output node 419. 

Tite rightmost portion 476 of the figure shov.s the induced 
voltage in receive coil decaying when the resonant amplifier 

in the extemal charge transfor system is disabled. This could 61\ 

occur because the external charge transfer system t11rned off 

its resonant amplifier in response to detecting u long term 
de-nmi.ng. of the receive coil in the body-implantable active 

device (i .e .. when charge transfer is no longer desired). This 

could also occur in response to a back telemetry comrnuui- 6~ 

cation calling for charge transfer to cease. T his could also 

occur merely bttause another bit of forward telemetry 
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information is communicated. In any of such possible situ

ations. the resonant amplilier 163 is disabled. which allows 

the resonant operation (and AC current through the charge 

transfer coils) to decay. and as a result the induced negative 

voltage at node 403 of the receive coil likewise decays, as 

shown by waveforms 477. Titis causes a corresponding 

decay in the voltage of negative peak detector node 410, and 

an eventunJ cbnnge of state 478 of the current mirror output 

node 419. 

FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of port ions of an adjust

able voltage generator circuit. such as the adjustable voltage 

generator circuit BOOST 458 shown in FIG. 22. and par

ticularly highlights the external components to the ASIC 

450. in accordance with some embodiments of the invention. 

In this embodiment. a VSUPPLY voltage generated within 

the ASIC 450 and conveyed on node 430 is coupled to tilter 

capacitor 431 a.nd inductor 432. The other end of the 

inductor 432 is coupled via nude 433 to the drain terminal 

of switch transistor 439 within the ASIC 450. which is 

controlled by a BOOST CTRL signal com1ected to its gate 

terminal. A pair of diodes 434, 435 and capacitor 436 

together form a rectifier block 437 and serve to rectify the 

SW signal voltage on node 433 a.nd thus generate the 
VBOOST DRV voltage on output nude 438. 

FIG. 25 is a diagram representing a headset 580 that 

includes an external charge transfor sys tem 581 for two 

separate body-implantable devices. each irnplanted behind a 
patient's respective left and right e-ars. Each of the body

i.mplantable devices may be a head-located neurostimulator 

system. such as that described below. TI1e charge transfor 

system 581 is co.nuecled to a pair of headset coils 582. 592 

by respective wire pairs 583 .. 593. When the headset 580 is 

worn by a patient.. the he.1dset coils 582, 592 (charge trans for 
coils) are placed in proximity to the corresponding receive 

coil 584, 594 in each respective JPG. 

The exemplary headset 580 includes au JPGS driver. 
telemetry <.:ircuit, a microcontroller (MCU), a battery. and a 

Bluetooth wireless interface. Tite headset 580 may also 
conununicate with a smartphone or PDA 596. for monitor

ing andlor programming operation of the two head-located 

neurustimulator systems. 
FIG. 26 depicts two implanted lPGs with leads tu cover 

both sides of the head. Prominent here are Fronto-Parietal 
Lead (FPL) 20b and Occipital Lead (OL) 30b. which lie 

with.in the subcutaneous layer 82. The two stmcn1res are 
muubered identically with respect to their compliments, and 

they are implanted identically, one on the left side of the 

head and one on the right side of the head, as described 

above. Also illustrated is zygomaticotemporal nerve 62 and 

the supratrnchlear nerve 72. 
FlG. 27 depicts one implanted IPG with leads tu cover 

both sides of the head. Itt this embodiment, the FPL 20b 

extends from the JPG 1 Oa on one side of the head around the 

parietal region on that side of the head, the two frontal 
regions and on the parietal region on the.opposite side of the 

head such that there are two PEAs 26. two FEAs 25 and two 

OEAs 35. This, of course, reql1ires an incision to be made on 

the temporal region on the side ofthe head on which the IPG 

I 0 is implanted nnd a frontal incision made to allow the FPA 

20 to be routed to and in a frontal incision and then tu a 

temporal incision on the upside the head and finally to the 
pnrietal region on the upside lhe bead. Th.is is the same with 

respect to the occipital lead 30 that must be routed through 

possibly an addi tional acetylene incision of the back of the 
head. All that is required is the ability to route particular 

leads to the respective regions proximate the nerves asso-
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dated therewith. This will allow a single !PG 10 tu cover 

two frontal reg.ions, two parietal reg.ions and two occipital 

reg.ions. 
The exemplary headset 580 indudes an lPG driver, telem

etry circuitry, a microcontroller (MCU), a battery, and a 
Bluetuoth wireless interl'ace. TI1e headset 580 may also 
communicate with a smartphone or PDA 596, for monitor
ing and/or programming operation of the two head-located 

neurostimulator systems. 

46 
14 to allow removal thereof. TI1is is typically done whenever 

a patient is subjected to an MM. requiring the removal of the 

magnet and reinsertion of it at a later time. The cover 14 
extends downward along the lead 20 to provide a seal 
therewith and a distal end 24'. This provides a unibody 

constniction. such that the proximal ends of the leads 29 are 
attached 10 the PC' board 13' duri11g manufacture and then the 

coating 14 applied thereto. 
Turning to FIGS. 8 and 9, the system includes an EC'U 

0. Fil"St Embodiment 

The first embodiment provides for a system that incorpo
rates one or more of the features outlined above and includes 

JU 100, which functionally couples to the IPG by a rJdiofre

quency couple mechanism. The purpose of the BClJ 100 is 
10 provide power to the implanted 1m.it. as well as program
alli1g: and diagnostic functionality. 

a head-mounted, radiofr~uency coupled, unibody neuro- 15 

stimulating system comprising an lPG 10 and at least two 
ueurostimulati.ug leads (FPL 20 and OL 30). The system 
may be implanted u1 a manner sucb that the !PG 10 and two 
leads 20, 30 are disposed as illustrated in FIG. 5, FlG. 6, 
FlG. 7 and FIG. 9. The IPG 10 is capable of, via a 2u 

radiofrequency couple, functionally connecting to and com
municating with an ECU 100, which houses a power supply. 
as well as electronic components that provide frir diagnostics 

and programming functionality. 
ln this embodiment, the leads are constructed as described 25 

above and as depicted in the drawings. The FPL 20 is 
approximately 26 cm iu length from its proximal end 22 10 

its distal end 21. The FPL 20 has a distal non-stimulating tip 
of approximately 3 mm in length that abuts the FEA. which 
may have ten StvlE 24 unifonnly disposed over approxi- 30 

mately 8 cm. This is followed by an inter-array interval 27 
of approximately 4 cm, then the PEA. which may include 
eight SME 24 uniformly disposed over approximately 6 cm, 

and finally a proximal lead segment 22a that ends at the 
proximal end 22. where the lead transitions to the lPG 10 35 

and the lead internal wires 29, 38 connect to the ASIC 13. 
In this embodiment, the occipital lead may comprise a 

plastic body member 39 over which six SME 34 may be 

disposed unifon11ly over approximately a I 0 cm length of 
the lead, and the lead tennin.ates in approximately a 3 mm 4ll 

distal non-stimulating tip 33. 
In this embodiment. the IPG 10 comprises the elements 

described above and depicted in the drawings, including an 
ASIC 13, an intemal magnet 12, and an internal radiofre
quency receiver coil 11. which all may he housed in a 4S 

medical grade metal can with plastic cover 14. In this 
embodiment the dimensions of the IPG 10 measured ;.ilong 

the outer surface of the plastic cover 14 may be approxi
mately 5 cm by 3 cm by 0.5 mm. 

This is more fully illustrated in FIG. 3A the implantable 50 

pulse generator 10. The ASIC' 13 is comprised of multiple 
chips disposed on a substrate or supporting PC board 13'. 

The coil 1.1 and the magnet 12 are disposed on a similar PC 
board 11' for support thereof TI1ey are com1ected together 
by connecting wires 12' for providing power between the ss 
coil 11 and the ASIC 13. If the coil 11 is disposed in the 
distally disposed body 10', the wires in 12' are run tluuugh 
the le;.id 20' illustr.:ited in FIG. lB. On the opposite end ufthe 
PC' board 13' from the wire connection 12'. there are 
provided a bundle of wires 29, associated with the FPL 20. 60 

fur example. although the wires 38 associated with the OL 
30 are not illustrated. This bm1dle of wires mns through the 
proximal end of the lead 20. The plastic cover 14 is 
comprised of a medical grade plastic, formal coating that 
covers the entire surface of both the coil 11 and the asso- 65 

ciated stn.ictures and ASlC 13. The magnet 12, although not 

shown. can be disposed within an open well within the <.:over 

In this embodiment, the system is capable of handling a 
program from the ECU 100 that includes such parameters as 
pulse ampli111de, frequency and pulse width. 

In this embodiment, the ECU 100 is positioned "heh.ind 
the ear" and held in place by an ear clip ll10. The ECU's 
EBC 1120 contains the main electronics and battery, along 
with the necessary circuits, the electrical output of which is 
channeled via the external RF coil lead 1130 to the extemal 
RF coil 1141. which is held in place over the corresponding 
internal RF receiver coil 11 by extemal and internal magnets 
1142. 12. By an RF coupling mechanism, the ECU 100 is 
t:apable of providing power, as well as overall unit control. 
including programming and diagnostic functionality. 

P. Alternate Embodiments 

There are multiple altemate emhodiments that preserve 
the foan1res of the neurostimulation system disclosed herein. 
which include variations in the dime11sions of the fronto
parietal and occipital leads which, along with their respec
tive surface metal electrode arrays, extend to cover multiple 
regions of the head. Jn various embodiments, the spacing 
and dimensions of the electrode array(s) may be constant, or 
the electrode arrays may be specifically designed with 
respect to electrode type, dimensions, and layout for improv
ing the therapeutic effectiveness. 

Other embodiments may include variations io the design 
of the external control uni t. For example. instead of securing 
to the head via an ear clip mechanism, it may secure through 
an "ear muffs" type of mechanism. 

Other embodiments may include variations in the design 
and location oftbe iotemal RF coil and internal magnet with 
respect to the location of the IPG proper. In our primary 
embodiment here, the IPG is disclosed as having two 

lubes~ne for the ASJC and the other for the internal RF 
receiver coil and magnet. In one example of an alternate 
embodiment, the lPG may he provided as a single lobe. 
which houses the ASJC, internal RF receiver. and intemal 
magnet together. 

In another example of an alternate embodiment, the 
internal RF coil/magnet may be located some distance from 
the leads and IPG proper and be fonctionally connected by 
an extended lead containing internal connecting wires . This 
embodiment would allow for the RF coil/magnet component 
to be located at various locations in the head, neck and torso. 

Thus. the disclosure comprises extended electrode array 
designs (two or more regions by a single lead), aud/or 
multiple arrays and optimized intra-array electrode disposi
tions. The disclosure ;.ilso comprises lead configurations. 
which include the capability of a modular lead design that 
provides for ports on either the standard FPL or OLs. In 
another embodiment, the lPG r~eive additional separate 
leads. if and as necessary either at the time of initial implant 
or in the future. 
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Referring. now tu FIG. 28. th~re is illustrated a headset 

1902 disposed about the cranium for interfacing with the 

two implants l Oa of FIG. 26. The headset 1902 includes 

right and left coupling coil enclosures 1904 and 1906, 
respectively that contain coils coupled to the r~sp~tive coils 

in the implants 10a. Th~ coil enclosures 1904 and 1906 
interface with a main charger/processor body 1908 which 

contains processor circuitry and batteries for both charging 

the internal ba1tery in the implants lOa and also comtuuiti-

Furth~r. the lead kngths, along with the specific techn.ical 

makeup and dimensions of the individual surface metal 

electrndes and electrode arrays, may be varied to include 

more or less than three unilateral regions of the head 

(occipital, parietal, and frontal) contemplatt:d by the first 

embodim~nt. For example, a sing!~ IPG may ene~ize and 

control multiple additional leads of varying lengths that 

ultimately could be disposed over virtually every region of 

the head and face bilaterally. 

At le.ast two electrodes may be included per region, and 

while th~ first embodiment calls for a total of 24 electrodes 

dispost:d over three :.irrays covering thre~ dilforent regions of 

the head- the occipital, parietal and frontal regions- there 

JU eating with the implants lOa. Thus. in op~ration, when a 

patient desires to charge their implants lOa. all th:.it is 
necessary is to place the headset 1902 about the cranium 

with the coil enclosures 1904 and 1906 in close proximity to 

is no absolute limit to the maxim number of electrodes. 
15 

Similarly. while the first embodiment calls for three elec

trode arrays, the disclosure conJemplales two, or even one. 

array (so long as the array covers at least two regions). TI1ere 

is also 110 limiting maximum for the number of arrays . Also, 

th~re may be multiple variations of design within each 20 

separate array, including for example. variations in the 

number. dimensions. shape. and metal composition of the 

individual electrodes, as well as the distance and constancy 

of distanc~ b~tween electrodes. within each array. Further, 
each array may have the same or completely different 2 5 

designs. 

While the neurostimulation system has been described for 

implantation as a peripheral neurostimulator in the head and 
for head pain, it is capable of being implanted and ust:d as 

a peripheral nerve stimulator over other regions of the head 30 

and face than described above and also over other peripheral 

nerves in the body. 
Certa in embodirnents may incorporate an adjustable volt

age generation circuit (e.g .. a buck/boost circuit as shown in 

F IG. 17 and FIG. 20) that utilizes a local power supply 3~ 

voltage, such as a bal tery voltage. to generate a VBOOST 

voltage that is typically higher in voltage than the local 
pow~r supply. However, the VBOOST voltag~ in certain 

embodiments may be higher or lower than the local power 

supply voltage, depending upon the battery voltage. the 40 

desired energy transfor to the body-implanted active 

devices, and other factors. 

Q. Operation 

the respective implants 10a. Titis will automatically effect 
charging. 

Reforring now to FIG. 29. there is illustrated a diagram

matic view of the power regulation system at the IPG. As 

noted hereinabove. the original rectified voltage is the ''raw" 

voltage that is received from the h~adset via the inductive 
coupling. This is providt:d on th~ node 408. As 11ott:d 

hereinabove also. this drives the current regulator 459. 

which is operable to output a regulated current on a node 

2902. This is operable to drive the supercapacitor 532. with 

the voltage noted as V BA T for the overall storage voltage, it 

being understood that the supen:apacitor 532 could be 
replaced wilh a regular bnttery. The current regulator 459 is 

a logic circuit tha t w ill operate on any voltage. Thus. when 
the vol tage is input thereto and rises above a predetermined 

threshold voltage above w hich the regulator 459 will main

tain current regulation. the current provided to the node 2902 

will be r<:.·gulated al. in an exemplary disclosed embodiment , 

30 m.A. ·rrus is utilized to cha rge the supercapacitor 532 and 

to minimize the maximum output current that can be sinked 

to the supen:apacitor 532. TI1e reason for this is to minimize 
the amount of power delivered through the inductive cou

pling to the IPG. If there were no limit on the amount of 

current. then the supercapacitor would be charged at a very 

high rate initially until it reached its maxinrnrn charge at the 
voltage applied. Thus, the current regulator 459 is operable 

to charge the supercapacitor 532 up lo its maximum charge 

level, which will be the maximum voltage applied on the 

node 2902. As will be described hereinbelow. the voltage 011 

the node 408, the induct:<! VOltag,e, VlNDl:'CED• WilJ b~ 

maintained at a level that will be sufficiently above the 
45 voltage on the node 2902 to maintain current regulation. 

When functioning, the implanted neurostimulator is func

tionally connected to th~ ECU by an RF couple. the internal 

circuit of lead inkrnal wires is connected to an IPG. and the 
SME of the various arrays are programmed to fonction as 

anodes and cathodes. The generated el~rical pulse wave 

then passes from the ASIC of the IPG to the associated 

internal lead wir~ and ultimately to its :.issociatt:d terminal 

surface metal electrode. Th~ current then passes a short 
distance from the subcutaneous tissue to a contiguous. or 

nearby. electrode, whereby it passes back up !he lead to its 
associated proximal metal contact, and then back to the f PG 

to complete th~ circuit. TI1e generated pulse waves pass 

through the subcutaneous tissue between rwo tem1inal elec
trodes and stimulate the sensory nerves of the area. When 

active, the JPG may be programmed to produce continuous 
series of pulse waves of specified frequency. amplitude. and 

pulse width. It is this series of pulse waves actively stimu

lating a patient' s locally associated nerves that underpins the 

therapeutic effec t of !he implanted unit. The electrirnl pulse 

wave then passes from n couuected proxjmal surface metal 

contact. along the associated internal lead wire. and ulti

mately to its associated terminal sttrfac~ mdal contact. 

This is typically a vollage of 1.0 Volts. bu! this depends upon 

the design of the current regulator 459. There is also 
provided a resister 2904 disposed in series between the node 

2902 and the upper plnte of !he supercapacitor 532. This is 

50 au alternative current sensing res istor which has a very small 

value ot: for example .. 0.1 ohms. By measuring the voltage 
across this resistor 2904, a measurement of the curr~nt 

delivert:d directly to the supen:apacitor 532 can be deter
mined. Additionally, there are provided to sensing lines 2906 

5~ and 2908 for me.asuring the voltage across the current 
regulator 459. With knowledge of the voltage drop across 

the current regulator 459 required to maintain regulation, it 

would then be possible to mainmin the voltage on the node 

408 slightly at or above that voltage in order to maintain 

60 current regulation. Of course, as the supercapacitor 532 
charges, the voltage will increas~. requiring the voltage on 

the node 408 to be increased. 
The C'PU 457 and the current driver 454 (the current 

driver being realized with current DAC's) are logic circuits 

6~ that required a fixed operating voltage, below which they 

will nut operate. Thui;. there is provided a linear r~ulator 

2910 which is operable tu provide an operating voltag~. 
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V DD• for operating all uf the logic circuit and the cutTent 
driver 454 in the ASIC. When the voltage falls below V DD-

the logic associated with the circuits will not operate and that 
they will be placed into some type of h.ihemating or sleep 
mude. When the voltage un the supercapacitur 532 rises 

above the level that allows the linear regulator 2910 to 
regulate the voltage to VDD• the CPU 457 will go into a 
Power Up Reset mode of operation and ini tiate the operation 
of the !PG to rnn the programmed stimulation. Once opera
tional, it will also be able to cunununicate with the he-adset lU 

via the transceiver 451. 

During operation. the CPU 457 is operable to detennine 
the various voltages associated with the current sensing 
operation. The minimum that is required is to sense the 
voltage on the lines 2906 and 2908. These voltages are input 15 

to ADCs 2914 to provide a digital voltage for the CPU 457 
to encode and transferred 10 the headset. As noted above, !he 
resistor 2904 could be an alternate current sensing element 
that 1m ~a su r e s the direct current to the snpercapacitor 532. 

Additionally, it is desirable to sense the current to the current 20 

D.ACs 454 both to the anodes via a sensingresistor 2920 and 
from the cathodes via a sensing resisior 2922. Each of these 
has an associated set of sensing lines that are input to an 
associated one of the ADCs 2914. Thus, the CPU 457 can 

provide to the headset vulta)!e infonnatiu11 te)!atdin!!- the 25 

voltage drop across the current regulator 459. the voltage 
drop across the sensi11g resistor 2904, the voltage drop 
across the sensing resistor 2920 and the voltage drop across 
the sensing resistor 2922. 

In operation, the supercapacitor 532 is charged up and 30 

provides the necessary driviag current to the rest of the 
circuit during opera1io11. During operation of the !PG and 
driving of the electrodes E1-Ew to provide the stimulation to 
the associated nerves, current is drawn off of the superca
pacitor 532 by the logic circuitry associated with the CPU 35 

457 and the ASIC and also by the driving current required 
to drive the electrodes. The maximum current for this is 
approximately 3.0 mA. Depending upun the size of the 

supercapacitor 532, there will be a finite time within which 
the supercapacitor 532 will require additional charge to he 4ll 

provided by the current regular 459. Jnitially, upon cotrnec
tion of a headset, the supercapacitor 532 might have an 
operation where it is desirable to quickly chaq;e the super
capacitor 532 to the maximum voltage. After this initial 
charge. required in order to get the !PG up and running 45 

quickly, any replenishmen1 of this charge might not require 
30 mA of charge but.. rather. a lower charge rate. This lower 

charge rate could be affected by pulsing in the induced 
voltage or having a current regulator with a lower voltage 
dmp associated therewith. Thus, a variable current regulator 50 

459 could be implemented. The whole purpose is to reduce 
the amount uf voltage on the node 408 tu the minimum 
amount required for the overall operation to reduce any 
heating at the inductive coupled point across the skin. 

Reforring now to FIG. 30. there is illustrated a diagram- 55 

rnatic view of the voltage during charging. Initially, when 
the supercapacitor 532 is discharged below the required 
voltage for the linear regulator 2910, the IPG will be 
powered down. This is represented by a voltage 3002. In 
order to increase his voltage, the induced voltage from the 60 

he-.:idset must be at le-Jst, in one example. 1.0 Volts above the 

voltag,e of node 2902. Tllis will allow 30 mA of cunent to 
fl.ow through the current right regulator 459. Thus, if the 
headset were intelligent enough to provide a time to increase 
to follow charging pattern of the supercapacitor 532, it 65 

would follow a dotted line 3004. However, the he-.:idset does 
nut have knowledge uf this. Thus, u predetermined voltage, 

50 
Vmw will be applied as the induced voltage 408. This 
would be a voltage that was known to be above required to 
operate the linear regulator 2910. However. it should be 
understood that the voltage required by a headset in order to 
have un induced voltage at a particular level can be affected 

by multiple factors such as the positio1ling of the headset 
relative to the !PG, the particular manner by which the IPG 
was implanted in a particular patient, etc. Thus. the voltage 
ca.n initially be increased well above the worst-case to 
scenario. This will allow the voltage 011 the nude 2904 to 
increase from the voltage 3002 up to a voltage at a point 
3006 that represents the point al which the linear regulator 
2910 will provide operating voltage to CPU 457. At this 
point. voltages across the current regulator 459 or any of the 
sensing resistors 2904. 2924 2922, can be transmitted to the 
headset. The headset can then decrease the voltage or 
increase the voltage 10 influence the voltage OD the node 408 
to maintain that induced voltage as low as possible in order 
to maintain c1.1rrent reg1.1lation on the current regulator 459. 
TI1is will continue until the supercapacitor 532 is fully 
charged, at a point 3008. There can be some hysteresis 
programmed into the operaiion of the headset such that the 
voltage on the supercapacitor 532, i.e., the voltage on the 

node 2902, will have to decrease by a predeten11i11ed per
centage before additional charging will be effected by a.tl 
increase in the voltage on node 408. At the point 3006, the 
regulated voltage is output to the CPU 457. 

Referring now to FIG. 31, there is illustr.:tted a flowchart 

for the operation of the headset. TI1e operation is initiated at 
a hlock 3102 and then proceeds to a hlock 3104 wherein the 
maximum power is transmitted, i.e., that being the power 
required to provide the initial voltage on the node 408. TI1is 
could be the maximum voltage of the headset or could be a.ti 
intermediate voltage that was p!'edeten11i11ed. TI1e program 
then flows to a decision block 3106 to determine if the CPU 
457 is transrni till1g information regarding sensed voltages. lf 
not, the program loops back to a block 3104 to provide the 
initial charging power tu the supercapacitor 532. Once 
sensed voltages have been received, this is an indication that 
the CPU 457 is operaiing and that the headset can vary 1he 
voltage to ensure that only the minimum amount of voltage 
is induced on the node 408 i11 ordel' to maintain current 
regulation. Anything abuve that results both in dissipution of 

heat in the current regulator 459 and also unwanted cu11-
ductivity in the coils. The program, after the sensed voltages 
have been received, flows to a block 3108 to measure the 
induced voltage a11d the battery voltage at the mi11imwn. As 
noted hereinabove. all of the other sensed voltages associ
ated with opera1ion of the system could also be sensed. The 
program then flows 10 a decision block 3110 to determine if 
the difference in the voltage is greater than a predetermined 
threshold voltage. lf yes, then the program flows to a block 
3112 in order to reduce the induced voltage and, if not, the 
program flows to a block 3114 to increase the induced 
voltage. The progmm then flows 10 a decision block 3116 in 
order to wait for the next transmitted sensed voltages, which 

are periodically measured and transmitted by the CPU 457. 
In general, however. this is a polled system. The IPGs. 
whether there are one or two IPGs. are given addresses and 
requests sent to a particular !PG for inJornmtion regarding 
its sensed voltage. Alternatively, a request ca11 be sent to a 

particular IPG for a.tty i11fon11atio11 it has queued up for 
transmission. Thus. a request is sent to an !PG and then a 
certain period of time is allowed for receipt of that infor
mation. Thus. when the charging operation is initiated, the 
maximum power is tra.t1smitted along with periodic requests 
for i11formatiu11. Until tllis information is received, 110 
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chan}!t:S are madt: to the power. Onct: information is 
received. the voltages are measured. in this operation. in 
order to determine whether the voltage should he increased 
or decreased. 

In the overall charging operation, tht: initial charge is 
approximatdy 30 mAand the voltage is adjusted to maintain 
this 30 mA with the m.Luimum level of an induced voltage ou 
node 408. Once the supercapacitor 532 is folly charged. is 
only necessary to maintain a curre::nt of approximately 3 mA. 
Since tht: su.percapacitor 532 is provided for buJl'ering and 
storing chmge, it is only necessary to periodically recharge 
supercapacitor 532. Thus, once charged. as indicated by the 
receive voltage on the node 2902. the heodset can make a 
determination that the charge is above the charge necessary 

to maintain regulation operntion of the linear regulator 29.10. 
As long as the voltage on the supercapacitor 532 is above 
that vollage, no additional charge is required. Thus, by 
monitoring ti.tis voltage. a certain level can be detennined. 
below which the headset will again increase the voltage at 
the headset to maintain the induced voltage on the node 408 
above the threshold necessary to drive 30 nv\ to the super
capacitor 532. Ill this operation, the amount of current driven 
to rhe TPG is managed to r ed u ct ~ unnecessary heating in both 
the !PG and at the inductive interface. 

Certain embodimt:ttts disclosed hert:in may be described 
as including au external char<Jing system (or external charge 
transfer system) for charging (or transferring charge to) oue 
or more implantable devices. Strictly speaking, in the 
described em bo dimt~nt s using a transmit coil and a receive 
coil. energy is stored per cycle as a magnetic field in the 
transmit coil. aud some of ihis energy is transferred per cycle 
by magnetic induction to the receive coil. In other words. 
energy is transferred over a certain duration of time from the 
transmit coil to the receive coiL and the rate of such energy 
transfer is power. However. the words "energy" and "power" 
are frequently used somewhat interchangeably when 
describing a magnetic induct ion circuit. since a circuit that 
transfen; power (i.e., ut a certain rate) also transfers a 
corresponding amount of energy over a duration of time. As 
such, disabling power transfer also likewise disables energy 
transfer when disabled for a certain period of time. More
over, reducinl!. power transfer also likewise reduces enef'l!y 
transfer over a period uf time. For this reason, in contt:xt 

there is seldom confitsion betwet:n usage of the phrases 
"transferred energy" and "transferred power". or between 
the phrases "received energy'' and "received power," as it is 
usually dear in context whetht:r the reference is to total 
transfer over a dur.Jtiun of time, or to an instuntaneuus rate 
of transfer. 

The phrases "power transfer" or "energy transfer" may 
also he somewhat informally referred to as "charge transfer" 
because such tr.msferred dtarge may be for ddivt:ring 
power, in tht: fonn uf a current (i.e., moving electronic 
charge) at a certain voltage, to operate circuitry within the 
implantable device. in addition to (or instead of) charging a 
supercapacitor, battery, or other charge stornge device within 

the implantable device. Consequently. as used hert:in, un 
external charging system may also be viewed as an external 
charge transfer system or an external power transfer system. 
and references herein to an external charging system. an 
external charge transfer system, and an extt:ntal power 

trJnsfer system may be used interchangeably with no spe
cific distinction intended unless clear in the context of such 
use, even if no charge storage device is "charge'<!" in a given 
embodiment. Similarly, a charge receiving system may [l lso 
be viewed as a power receiving system, and rt:ferences 

ht:rein tu a ch.a~ . e receiving system and a po-...er receiving 
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system may be used ilttt:n:hangt:ably with no specific dis
tinction intended unless clear in the context of such use. 

It is to be understood that the implementations disclosed 
herein are not limited to the particular systems or processes 
described wluch might. uf cumse .. vury. It is also tu be 

understood that the terminology used herein is for tht: 
purpose or describing particular implementations only. and 
is 11ot intended to be limiting. As used in this specification. 
the singular fonus "a", "an" and "the'' include plur<1l refer-

10 t:nts mtlt:ss the content clearly indicates otherwist:. 
As used herein, "exemplary" is used interchangeably with 

"an example." For instance, an exemplary embodiment 
means an example embodiment, and such an example 
embodimenr does not ne::cessarily include essential features 

15 and is not necessarily preferred over unother embodiment. 
As used herein. "coupling" includes direct and/or indirect 

coupling. of circuit components. structural members. etc. As 
used herein. a g.roup of one or more transmit coils disposed 
in series can mean only one transmit coil, or can mean two 

20 ur mort: trJ.nsmit coils disposed in series. 
Regarding terminology used herein. it will be appreciated 

by one skilled in the art that any of several expressions may 
be equally well used when describing the operation uf a 

cin:uit including the various signals and nodes within the 
25 drcuit. Any kind of signal, w hetht ~ r a logic signal or a more 

general analog signal. takes the physical form of a voltage 
level (or for some circuit technologies, a current level) of a 
nodt: witlun the circuit. Such shorthm1d phrases for describ

ing circuit operation used herein are more efficient to com-
30 municate details of circuit operation .. particularly be(:ause 

the schematic diagrams in the figures clearly associate 
various signal names with the corresponding circuit blocks 
and nodes. 

Although the present disclosure has been described in 
35 detail. it should be understood that various changes, substi

tutions and alterations may be made herein without depart
ing from rhe spirii and scope of the disclosure as defined by 
the appended claims. Moreover .. the scopt: of the presenr 
application is not intended to be limited to the particular 

40 embodiments of the process .. machine .. manufac11ire, com

position of matter. means. methods and steps described in 
the specification. As one uf ordinary skill in the art will 
readily appreciate from the disclosure, processes, machines. 

manufacmre. compositions of matter .. means, mt:thods, or 
45 steps. presently existing or later to be developed that per

form substantially the smne funciion or achieve substantially 
the same result as the corresponding embodiments described 
herein may be utilized according to the present disclosme. 
Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to include 

50 within their scope such processes. machines. manufacture. 
compositions of matter. means. methods. or steps. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art having the 
benefit of this disclosure thar this implantable neurostirnu
lation system for head pain provides an implantable neuro-

55 stimulation system having a plurality of electrode arrays 
spaced along a portion uf its length such th.at when neuro
stimulation lead is implanted, at least one dectrode urray is 

positioned over the frontal region .. at least une electrodt: 
array is positioned over the parietal region. and at least one 

60 electrode array is positioned over the occipital region of the 
patit:11t's cranium so that when the 11eurostinrnlation lead is 
connected to an implantable pulse generator, the single lead 
can provide medically acceptable neurostimulation coverage 
over the supraorbiial. the auriculotemporal, and the occipital 

65 nerves u1J..iJatemlly. It should be understood that the drawings 
and detailed description herein are to be rt:}!arded in all 
illustrative rather tb.:ut a restrictivt: munner, and ure not 

http:auriculotempor.11
http:process.es
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intended to be limiting to the particular fonus and examples 
disclosed. On the contrary, included are any further modi

fications. changes. rearraugemeuts, substitutions. alterna

tives. design choices. aud embodiments apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art, without departing fron1 the spirit and 

scope hereof, as defined by the .fo llowing clairns. Thus. it is 
intended that the following claims be interpreted to embrace 

all such fU.rther modificat.ions, changes, rearrangements, 

substitutions. altematives, design choices. and embodi-

ments. 

What is claimed is: 

lU 

54 
S. The method of claim 1, wherein: 

said monitoring the current regulator circuit within the 

first INS is performed under control of a state machine 
circuit withln the first lNS; and 

said communicating a message to the EPTS is performed 

m1der control of an instniction-based processor within 

the first lNS. 
6. The method of claim 5, wherein: 

the state machine circuit witbin tbe first INS is con.figured 

to wake-up the instruction-based processor within the 
first INS. in the event the instruction-based processor is 

not already awake, to communicate the message. 

1. A method for controlling power delivery from an 

external power transfer system (EPTS) to at least one 

implantable neurostimulation system (INS), said method 

comprising: 

7. The method of claim 1. wherein said monitoring the 

15 
current regulator circuit within the first INS comprises: 

driving a first transmit coil within the EPTS with a 

resonant current having a pe-ak magnitude, using a 
transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS; 

receiving. using a receive coil within a first INS tuned to 
the resonant frequency of the first transmit coil. power 
transferred from the first transmit coil; 

20 

comparing the electrode current provided by the current 

regulator circuit within the first INS against a pre
scribed electrode current for the electrode driver circuit 

within the first lNS corresponding to a stimulation 

configuration programmed therein; and 

determining that the current regulator circuit is achieving 

current regulation whe11 tbe eledrode current is greater 

than or equal to the prescribed electrode current. 
coupling the received power to a current regulator circuit 

within the first lNS which requires a resonant cutTent 
above a certain level to maintain current regulation and 
is configured to provide an electrode current to an 
electrode drivet circuit within the first lNS for a plu
rality of electrodes therewithin; 

8. 111e method of claim 7, whetein said comparing the 

25 electrode current against the prescribed electrode current is 

performed under control of a state machine circuit withln the 

first INS. 

monitoring the current regulator circuit within the first 30 

lNS to determine whether the ~eived power coupled 
thereto is sufficient to achieve and maintain current 
regulation of the current regulator circuit within the 
first INS; 

communicating a message to the EPTS using a back 35 

telemetry transmit circuit within the first lNS. said 
message requesting a change in power transfer from the 
EPTS based upon said current regulator circuit deter-
mination; 

receiving. using a back telemetry receive circuit within 4ll 

the EPTS. the message communicated by the first INS; 
and 

adjusting the transmit coil driver cin:uit within the EPTS 
to change the peak magnitude of the resonant current, 
corresponding to the requested change in power trans- 45 

for. 
2. 111e method of claim 1, wherein: 

the message includes a request to increase power transfer 
from the EPTS when the current regulator circuit 
within the first lNS is not achieving current regulation; 50 

and 
the corresponding change in the peak magnitude of the 

resonant current comprises an increase in the peak 
magnitude. 

3. The method of claim 2. further comprising: 55 

adjusting the transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS 

to decre-ase the peak magnitude of the resonant cutTent 
when 110 messag.e requesting an incre-ase in power 
trans for from the EPTS has been received from the first 
lNS for at least a certain period of time. 60 

4. 111e method of claim 1, wherein: 

the message includes a request to decrease power transfer 
from the EPTS when the current regulator circuit 
within the first INS is achieving current regulation; and 

the corresponding change in the peak magnitude of the 65 

resonant current comprises a decrease in the peak 
magnitude. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein said coupling the 
received power to a current regulator circuit within the first 

fNS comprises: 
rectilying a current induced 011 the receive coil, to gen

erate a rectified voltage on an input node of the current 

regulator circuit wi thin the first INS. 

JO. 1he merhod of claim 9, wherein said monitoring the 

current regulator circuit within the first 1NS comprises: 

monitoring an input voltage and an output voltage of the 
current regulator circuit within the first lNS; and 

determi.ning that the current regulator circuit is achieving 

current regulation if a voltage difierential betwc-en the 

input voltage and the output voltage exceeds a prede
termined value. 

11. 111e method of claim 1. farther comprising: 
de-tuning the receive coil within the first INS, using a 

de-tuning circuit within the first INS, to substantially 
in11ibit power transfer from the EPTS to the firs t INS. 

12. 111e method of claim 1. wherein: 
the cutTent regulator circuit within the fin.1 INS is further 

configured to provide a charging current to a charge 
storage device within the first lNS. 

13. The method of claim 12. \vherei11 said mo11itoring the 
current regulator circuit within the first INS comprises: 

comparing the electrode current provided by the current 
regulator circuit within the first INS against a pre
scribed electrode current for the electrode driver circuit 
within the first lNS corresponding to a stimulation 
configuration programmed therein; 

comparing the charging current provided by the current 
regulator circuit within the first INS against a prede
termined charging current; and 

determining that the current regulator circuit is achieving 

current regulation if the electrode current is greater than 
or equal to the prescribed electrode current, and the 
charging current is greater than or equal to the prede
termined charging current. 

14. The method of claim 12. wherein the charge storage 
device comprises a supercapacitor. 
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15. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

driving. using the transmit coil driver circuit within the 

EPTS. the resonant current tluough a second transmit 

coil coupled in series with the first transmit coil within 

the EPTS; 
receiving, using a receive coil within a second INS ttu1ed 

to the resonant frequency of the second transmit coil, 
power transforred from the second transmit coil; 

coupling the received power within the second INS to a 

current regulator circuit within the second INS which 
10 

requires a resonant current above a certain level to 
maintain current regulation and is configured to provide 

an electrode current to an electrode driver circuit within 
the second INS for a plurality of electrodes therewitbiu; 

15 
01011itoring the current regulator circuit within the second 

INS to determine whether the received power coupled 
thereto is sufficient to achieve and maintain current 

regulation of the current regulator circuit within the 

second INS; 20 

communicating a message from the second INS to the 
EPTS using a back telemetry transmit circuit within the 
second INS, said message requesting a change in power 
transfer from the EPTS based upon said current regu
lator circuit determi.nation for the second INS; 

56 
receiving. using the back telemetry receive circuit within 

the EPTS. the message conununicated by the second 
INS: and 

adjusting the transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS 
to change the peak magnitude of the resonant current.. 
corresponding to the requested change in pov,;er trans
fer conveyed in the message comillunicated by the 
second INS. 

16. Tite method of claim 15, further comprising: 
aqjusting the transmit coil driver circuit within the EPTS 

to decrease the peak magnitude of the resonant current. 
if no message requesting an increase in power transfer 
frum the EPTS has been received from the fin;t INS. 
and no message requesting an increase in power trans
for from the EPTS has been received from the second 

INS. for at least a certain period of time. 
17. Tite method of claim 15, further comprising,: 
de-tuning the receive coil within the second INS, using a 

de-tuning circuit within the second INS. to substan
tially inhibit power transfer from the EPTS to the 
second INS without inhibiting power transfer from the 
EPTS to the first INS. 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the first and second 
INS are head-located beneath a dennis layer of a patient. 

* * * * * 
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